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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

SEPT. 20, 1990

Sick boat, sick sailors ,
By W.D. Cutlip

The fishing boats, sailboats and other picturesque
maritime curiosities of Portland Harbor are often
shrouded in a thick fog these days. The fog helpsobscure
some of the harsher details and gives an impression of
how the harbor might have looked a few decades ago.
One manifestation of this fog is an houri y event. Just
about the time the Machigonne II completes another
crossing from Peaks Island, the Maine State Pier is
enveloped in a reeking black fog which gives an impres-

sion not of life a few decades ago but of life millions of
years ago, in the Archeozoic period, when most of the
world was one big volcanic fart factory.
The source of this infernal smog is none other than
the Machigonne II, the principal auto ferry of the Casco
Bay Lines (CBL). Since its arrival in 1987, CBL has been
locked in a struggle to control the Machigonne II's
exhaust - a struggle which has at times been successful,
though never for long.
"Anybody who looks at the boat knows that it's
smoking too much," admitted Bill Neily,CBL's general

manager. "The engine manufacturers and dealers say,
'Well, diesel engines smoke: What's the solution to our
problem? Is it different propellers or smokestacks or
what? We have not, bya long shot, put this issue to rest."
Maybe so. But the health of the crews servicing the
Machigonne II seems to have been laid to rest prematurely. Because the deckhands, the people who breath
in that smoke, are not well - and they're getting sicker
everyday.
Continued on page 6

Ready for Sacldam 7 Not exactly. Casco Bay Lines deckhand John Tracy wears a respirator while collecting tickets from
(unprotected) passengers boarding the Machlgonne II at the Maine State Pier In Ponland. See story above.

Old college try backfires
USM Student Senate leader resigns after spending $45,000
Student Senate, defended his actions. ''fhe Executive
Committee decisions were made in an effort to do
something positive for the senate and the student
While University of Southern Maine students
sweated at their summer jobs and university trustees body," said Grasmuck.
But reactions were less than positive from other
slashed their statewide budgets in half, four USM
student
senators who returned to school and discovstudents spent their summer spending more than
ered
the
actions Grasmuck had taken in their absence.
$45,000 of their fellow students' money.
At
a
Sept.
13 meeting of the USM Student Senate, they
Led by Robert Grasmuck, the Executive Committee
forced Grasmuck to reSign.
of the USM Student Senate raised their own salaries
by as much as $6,000 each, alloted $30,000 to remodel
the building housing their offices and spent $2,500 at
a New Hampshire resort. Grasmuck, then Chair of the Continued on page 8
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Channel when another boat,
the B &; B, pulled up alongside. Its captain, Norman
Solak, and a crewmember
boarded the Rambler,
struggled with the crew and
were thrown into the harbor,
according to Fessenden. The
Ramblers crew later alleged
that a member of the B &; B
crew waved a gun after the
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A review of the top news stories affecting
Gre.ter Portland: September 10 through 17, 1990.
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North Meets South

Regional Waste Systems
(RWS) kicked off curbside
and drop-off recycling
programs in 16 Portland-area
communities on Sept. 18.
About 800 homes in pilot
neighborhoods will be able to
separate their newspaper,
clear glass, cans and plastic in
separate containers provided
by RWS and leave the
recyclables at the curb on
trash day.
RWS is also setting up 25
recycling drop-off stations in
Greater Portland, including
five in Portland and three in
South Portland. For the dropoff station nearest you, call

773-6465.

New referendum
rules better, but
activists stili riled

Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
POrtland, Maine
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IDlprovisationaI
(;omedy Workshop
with 'Om Ferren
During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New
York University and Julliard. He founded and directed the ~Usual Suspects"
Improv. C. and was Artistic Director of the comedy club. ·Who·s on First".

ThiS 10 week workshop begins on Saturday, October 13th. The workshop
will explore the fundamentals of improvisational comedy. This relaxed
participatory WOrkshop Is an excellent and enjoyable way for performers
and non-performers alike to learn improvisation While Increasing their
confidence and spontaneity.

For more information call: 879-0070

Portland activists cried
foul in April when the
Portland City Council
proposed rules that would
have made it more difficult to
get citizen-initiated referenda
on the ballot. A new set of
proposals is more to activists'
liking.
In April, the council
proposed requiring dtizens
to gather Signatures equal to
20 percent of Portlanders
who voted in the last gubernatorial election; the council
now proposes citizens gather
10 percent of the voters abour 2,300 signatures. At the
same time, the council
proposed that it should be
able to change dtizeninitiated rules three years
after they become effective;
the coundl now proposes to
keep its hands off citizens'
rules for fi ve years.
The April proposals were
drafted by City Attorney
David Lourie, and led to a
consensus among Portland
activists that Lourie should
be removed from office.
Lourie resigned the same day
the acti vists planned to
demand his resignation at a
city council meeting.
While activists note
improvements in the new
proposals, they remain wary
of a rule that would allow the
city coundl to rewrite dtizen
questions or accompanying
explanatory language on the
ballot. "Everyone works in
their own interest and it sort
of defeats the purpose," said
Keri Lord, President of the
Parkside Neighborhood
Association. '1f it's a dtizens'

initiative, what is the coundl
doing writing it?"
The proposed changes will
themselves be in the form of a
ballot question, on which
Portland voters will decide in
November.

Ganley wants
loans, tax breaks
for downtown
Portland City Manager
Robert Ganley wants the city
to provide lOW-interest loans
and tax breaks to draw
businesses to downtown
Portland.
Ganley recently unveiled
plans for the formation of the
Downtown Portland Corporation (DPC). He said the
corporation would "pique the
interest of developers" to
choose downtown Portland
by demonstrating that "the
city's willing to share in the
risk."
The quasi-governmental
corporation, which awaits the
approval of the Portland City
Coundl, would enable small
businesses that want to move
downtown or improve an
existing downtown location
to apply for up to $150,000 of
low-interest loans. Larger
business could apply for
loans for the same purposes,
but the process is more
complicated - the city would
sell bonds on behalf of the
project to raise the loan
money. The corporation also
proposes to offer tax incentives for development
projects in the downtown
area. A DPC board of
directors conSisting of
Portland's city manager,
mayor, and three local
business people would
decide whether to loan out
dty money for private
projects.
The proposals will be the
subject of a workshop on
Sept. 26 and will go to the
city coundl for a public
hearing and a vote in October. The coundl will be asked
to appropriate $1 million to
fund the corporation.

Lobstermen's
feud bolls
A feud among local
lobstermen over fishing turf
in Casco Bay came to a boil
last week.
According to Lt. Joseph
Fessenden of the Maine
Marine Patrol, on Sept. 10
Matthew Chipman, captain of
the Rambler, was hauling his
traps in Portland Harbor

-.

"This was a potentially
life-threatening situation,"
Fessenden said. The
Cumberland County District
Attorney's office is investigating the inddent to determine
whether charges should be
brought against either boat
owner.
Two days later, on Sept. 12,
Randy Bennett, captain of the
Shelley-Ann, and two of his
crewmembers were charged
with cutting another
lobsterman's trap lines in
Casco Bay off Freeport. They
will be arraigned Oct. 8 in
Cumberland County District
Court.
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41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

A Havelock Group Company
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Peaks sewage
plant rejected
On Sept 10 the Portland
Zoning Board of Appeals
denied a permit for a proposed sewage treatment
plant at Peaks Island. The
plant would have treated raw
sewage that now flowing into
Casco Bay from island
businesses and households
connected to the sewer
system.
The Board denied the
permi t primarily because of
the proposed plant's location
near the village's commercial
area.
"The businesses in the area
are against it and they are the
very ones who need the
system," said General
Manager Joseph Taylor of the
Portland Water District
(PWD).
"(Taylor) perceived this as
just an abuttors issue, but we
are seeking the best solution
for the whole island," said
Donald Perkins, who chairs
Friends of Casco Bay and is a
Peaks resident.
'''The islanders have
basically coalesced around
the alternative of pumping
the sewage through a
pipeline to a Portland plant,"
Perkins added, also noting
that the proposed Peaks plant
would not be able to treat
septage and that 82 percent of
the households on the island
have private septic systems.
Joseph Taylor said that the
Board's decision practically
guaranteed that raw sewage
would flow into the harbor
for an additional year. He
said PWD was undecided on
whether or not to appeal the
decision to Superior Court.
"I thin k we're willi ng to
wait a couple of years longer
for a sensible decision now,
rather than finding out in 10
years that what we did was
not enough," said Perkins.

COUPON

$1.00 off
any•••
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product

appointments not required ·
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Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center
1 2 Westbrook Common
Westbrook, ME 04092

854-1365

8 oz. Antispetic, 30 ct. Buff
Singles. 8 oz. Face Cleaning
Gel or 4 oz. Facial Moisturizer
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Chewy Fudge

Brownie Mix
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REPAIR
CLASSES
• Beginner Class starts
October 3, 6:30 pm
Jearn hands-on repair
• Mountain Bike Class
starts September 25, 6:30 pm
especialJy for the
OFF-ROAD rider

$ZO • FOUR WEEI( SESSION
Advance

• Class size limited

Continued on ptlge 4
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Maine Supreme
Court to rule on
cameras

Chem-free night at Zootz

Share Back-to-School
Memories!

CBW(fonee Harbert

Zootz liquor license languishes

MS OOS and Mac

Before a standing-room-only crowd of senior citizens and
youthful nighthawks, the Portland City Council decided not to
decide whether to renew a liquor license for Zootz, a popular
nightclub located in the Portland Perfonning Arts Center on
Forest Avenue.
The Portland Police Department remmmended that the
council deny the license at its Sept. 17 session. Deputy Chief
Steven Roberts cited an increase in the number of complaints
from neighbors of the nightclub, particularly from residents of
10 Congress Square Plaza, an elderly housing facility.
Congress Square Plaza residents turned out in force at the
council meeting and told of watching "kids" break windows,
fight with knives, drink and urinate in public. They claimed
that Zootz attracts these youthful revelers, and that the problems are particularly bad on the nightclub's "chem-free" nights,
when alcohol is not served and rustomers as young as 16 years
of age are allowed into the club.
'They're having a wonderful time at our expense," said
Congress Square Plaza resident Margaret Axelsen.
Chemical-abuse munselors, music aficionados and downtown nighthawks also turned out for the aft~rnoon m~ncil .
session. They supported Zootz' chern-free mghts and Its mIx of
rutting-edge dance music and offbeat live performances. One
supporter observed that revoking the club's liquor license
would be unlikely to reduce the number of "chem-free" nights.
"I think these people are having a hard time separating the
patrons of Zootz from the people causing the problems," said
one youthful patron.
The muncil voted unanimously to "table" the license
indefinitely, thereby tacitly permitting Zootz owner Kris Clark
to keep the club open until a decision is reached.
Clark - who had already hired an extra bouncer and a
unifonned serurity guard to patrol adjacent parking lots and
had already rut back to only one chern-free night a weekpromised to work with the residents of Congress Square Plaza
to reduce late-night noise.
'The police department is satisfied that the management of
Zootz is responsive to these problems," said Deputy Chief
Roberts, who added that it was the volume, not the severity of
the calls that drew the department's mncern.
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Continued from page 3
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A new gas pipeline
running from Canada to
Portland muld give Mainers
who have been heating their
homes with oil another
option. Shelley Dunn of
Northern Utilities Inc. said
Northern Utilities is working
with its Massachusetts parent
company, Bay State Gas,
toward building a gas
pipeline that would run from
Montreal to Portland.
According to Dunn, less
than 2 percent of Mainers use
natural gas for heat and
appliances, while nationally
more than 50 percent of the
population uses gas. She
added that local demand for
gas is increasing because it is
easier for industries to meet

air emissions standards
burning gas than it is burning
oil, and it is a cheaper way to
,
heat.
Bay State currently
receives gas from Canada
through a pipeline that it
leases from Portland Pipeline
limited to supply its Maine,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts rustomers. But that
lease muld expire as early as
1996, and as a result the
company wants to build
another pipeline. Portland
Pipeline will let Bay Slate
'1ease" the right of way and
build an underground
pipeline near its existing
pipelines, but Bay State must
first find a consortium of
other investors who will fund
and use the pipeline. Dunn
said that the consortium may
be assembled by the end of
the year.

Mainers on either side of
the bar may star in murtroom
dramas if Maine press
organizations convince the
Maine Supreme Court to
allow cameras in Maine
courts.
On Sept. 4, the Maine
Association of Broadcasters
(MAB) and the Maine Press
Association (MPA) filed a
petition with the Supreme
Judicial Court of Maine to
allow video and audio
eqUipment in Maine's courts.
According to Jonathan Piper,
the Portland lawyer who filed
the petition on behalf of the
groups, 38 states now allow
cameras or some type of
electronic equipment in their
murtrooms.
The Maine Supreme Court
began allowing cameras in its
murtroom in 1982, but has
kept lower superior and
district courts off-limits to
cameras. The justices'
rationale has been that
witnesses and victims may be
reluctant to mme forward if
they 'know their faces may be
flashed on TV.
But Helen Dudd, a
member of the MBA who
owns two Maine radio
stations, said that when
murtrooms are open to the
public and print journalists,
they shouldn't be closed to
radio and TV journalists. "To
let the written press in and
not let the electronic press in
just isn't contemporary,"
Dudd said. She added that
filmed trials would
"demystify the murtroom
and people will see how
evenhanded the justice
system is."
Piper said he was "pretty
optimistic" that the Supreme
Court would decide to allow
cameras in murts by early
next year. If the rule is
approved, judges would
continue to have the authority to close murtrooms to the
press on a case-by-case basis.
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01 that...Through Dr. Kahrs Hypnosis Program.
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Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePort-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrolOgical prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
'Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

WEIRD NEWS:
Hot lobsters
Raymond Waite, a
lobstennan from Yarmouth,
wants American troops in
Saudi Arabia to have a taste
of Maine lobster,
Waite, who holds a
Distinguished Cross from
Vietnam, said, 'When we
were in Vietnam we had no
support. 1 want these men to
know that the state of Maine
is behind them."
Local lobstermen have
already pledged in excess of
100,000 pounds of lobster,
said Waite, who is looking for
someone to donate the use of
a refrigerated truck and
transport plane so that he can
get his lobster airlift off the
ground.
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Portland's NewsfTalk Station
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This week 21,000 Casco Bay Weeklies were printed. By
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SICK BOAT, SICK SAILORS
Continued from front page

The most
spectacular
problem is its
stealth
capability:
•
•
an ImpressIVe,

ever-roiling
smoke screen
emitted
whenever the
Machigonne 1/
docks.

A roiling cloud of black
smoke engulfs the
Machlgonne II as It pulls
_", from the CIISCO Bay
Unes terminal.

Photos by
Tonee Harbert

Early in the 19805, it became clear to the brain trust at the
Casco Bay Island Transit District (CBITD) that the region's
carcinogenic growth would not abate, and that Casco Bay's
trusty little car ferry, the Rebel, would not be able to handle the
rising tide of tourists and summer people.
So the CBITD hired Blount Marine Corporation of Rhode
Island to build a car and passenger ferry that would serve the
islands into the next century. Named for the first Casco Bay
Unes ferry, the Machigonne Il is a 120-foot, 10-car, 350-passenger ferry powered by two eight-cylinder, 350-horsepower
Caterpillar marine engines. The complete package cost CBITD
$1.2 million dollars.
But it was evident from the outset that the Machigonne was
not the perfect vessel CBITD hoped it would be. None of the
islands' piers were built to withstand even a casual brush with a
boat that big, and so CBL had to delay putting the Machigonne
Il into service while public money was found to reinforce the
state-owned ferry landings around the bay.
The Long Island pier needed more than just a casual shoring
up, and may never accommodate the Machigonne II. So CBITD
now services Long Island with the Rebel. But CBITD had
agreed to sell one of its older boats to help pay for the
Machigonne, amd the 30-year-old Rebel was the obvious choice.
The loss of the $50,000 the Rebel might have fetched has not
made for smooth sailing in the financial margins.
The Machigonne Il's recessed wheelhouse also adds to the
problems. Machigonne II captains claim it's hard to see from the
poorly configured wheelhouse. This makes for some exciting
sailing in the summer when the bay is crowded with pleasure
boats piloted by rank amateurs largely unaware of the rules of
the road - first among those rules being that passenger ferries
have the right of way at all times.
But the Machigonne II's most spectacular problem is its
apparent stealth capability: an impressive, ever-rOiling smoke
screen emitted whenever the Machigonne II docks.
There is a picture hanging in the CBL offices of the
Machigonne II arriving at the pier on Dec. 3, 1987. Presumably
it hangs there as a symbol of progress and a token of CBL's

brilliant future. In the picture, a thick veil of black smoke hangs
conspicuously over the ferry: the unfortunate by-product of a
poor match between the Machigonne and its Caterpillar
engines.
'These are standard marine diesel engines," said Capt. Nick
Mavodones. "They run at about 1800 revolutions per minute.
The way the boat was spec' ed, it was to have a lower r.p.m.,
about 1300 revolutions per minute. This may have something to
do with the amount of exhaust that comes out."
Nick Mavodones is a dark-haired, soft-spoken man in tinted
glasses. His presence at Casco Bay Weekly's office is an indication of how he feels about the Machigonne Il's problems.
Casco Bay Lines operates under the auspices of the Casco
Bay Island Transit District, which is overseen by a board of
directors elected from each of the islands the ferry system
serves. In-house complaints are necessarily handled with
sensitivity and diplomatic restraint. The people that Capt.
Mavodones works for are not cloistered in some distant office,
but are there to greet him when he gets off the ferry. Therefore,
going public with this kind of complaint is a very gutsy thing to
do.
But Capt. Nick is firmly convinced of the gravity of his
mission. 'We've been toying with this problem for a couple of
years," he said, "trying to find a way to do something about the
exhaust. The engineers put their heads together and came up
with the idea of injecting air into the engines, sort of super-

charging them. That reduced some of the exhaust." But
Mavodones said that when the ratio of fuel-to-air allowed into
the combustion chambers was altered, the boat became slUggish
and hard to maneuver.
'We found that in the wind, you couldn't maneuver the boat.
I was blown sideways toward the beach one day," said
Mavodones.
"I doubt that," said Pat Christian, chief executive officer of
the Casco Bay Islands Transit District. He discredits the notion
that manipulating the Machigonne's fuel/air equation ever
presented any danger to the boat, passengers or crew. "I haven't
heard any talk of the boat almost ending up on the beach."
But Capt. John Pearson, another Machigonne II skipper, also
claims to have had close calls. "One time I couldn't dock sternto at Peaks Island," he said. "The fuel/air ratio was down and
we were sailing in a strong northwest wind. You could literally
lose the whole boat like that."

Sick situation
Captains Pearson and Mavodones have been understandably
concerned about the operational safety of the Machigonne II,
but their principal concern with the new ferry has been the
effect of its voluminous exhaust on the health of its passengers
and crew.
Soon after the Machigonne Il went into service in 1988, crew
members started to experience frequent headaches and periods
of Iightheadedness. All of the Machigonne II's deckhands began
to experience general respiratory problems: coughing up black
mucous and blowing black, sooty phlegm out of their nostrils.
The Machigonne Il seemed less and less like a good working
billet.
As shown in the photo at left, the Machigonne II produces an
unusually dense cloud of diesel exhaust as it approaches or
leaves the dock. While people have been working with diesel
engines for almost a century, not much is actually known about
the toxic effects of diesel exhaust. What little medical researchers do know about diesel exhaust is not encouraging.
According to an article by cancer research clinician Mark B.
Shanker in the Feb. '90 issue of the Journal of Western Medicine,
diesel engines produce 50 to 100 times more particles than
gasoline engines. These particles are most! y organic extracts like
polycyclic flromatic hydroCflrbons, which interact with the lung
tissue DNA, causing cell damage, abnormal growth and the
development of tumors.
Mr. Shanker, reporting for the International Agency of
Research on Cancer, had much to say about occupational
exposure to diesel exhaust. "Studies in the U.S. and Canada," he
wrote, "revealed that railroad workers and truck drivers, who
are frequently exposed to diesel exhaust, had a higher risk of
lung cancer than workers without such exposure." Mr. Shanker
concluded that there was indeed evidence to prove that occupational exposure to diesel exhaust promoted lung cancer.
The scary part of Mr. Shanker's report consists of those
things that could not be said for certain: 'The interactions
between diesel exhaust and other agents that cause lung cancer,
such as cigarette smoke, are not known. The effects of diesel
exhaust on nonmalignant lung disorders must be investigated
further."
What makes this passage so scary in terms of the
Machigonne's crew is that in addition to diesel exhaust, they
breath in large quantities of automobile exhaust. According to
Mr. Shanker, the combined potential for a serious health hazard
is very, very real. The configuration of the Machigonne II only
increases that possibility.
The Machigonne Il is built like a canyon, a metal tube with
an opening at either end. When the Machigonne Il has its stern
to the dock, one of those ends is virtually closed off by the
pilings. At low tide, those pilings can rise as high as the wheelhouse. When the wind is down, an infernal mixture of diesel
and automobile exhaust hangs in that canyon like a flock of
greasy bats.
Standing among those bats, of course, are the deckhands.
Most of the CBL deckhands found working conditions aboard
the Machigonne II to be intolerable from the start.
"One of our employees went into the office and asked for a
respirator to try and keep some of the particulates out, but they
didn't want to do that," said Mavodones. "I think they were
concerned about the perception of the public seeing employees
with respirators on. An argument ensued and the guy bought
his own respirator - which the company has since reimbursed
him for.
"Most of the employees wear respirators now when they
work on the Machigonne," said Mavodones. "But I'm not sure
that the respirators actually filter anything out that needs to be
filtered out."

Half a diagnosis
Casco Bay Une's problems with the Machigonne II became
common knowledge last March. Jane Garland, an agent of the
Maine Department of Labor's Industrial Safety Division, went
public with test results which showed that the Machigonne II's
exhaust dramatically exceeded a federal emissions standard of
200 parts carbon monoxide per million parts of air.
On Feb. 23 of this year, Garland took readings of up to 310
parts carbon monoxide per million parts of air.

We ....ng his respirator, Kevin LaChance stands In the Machogonne II's "canyon" as passengers disembark at the Maine State Pier In Portland.
It was then that CBITD installed an electric fan to super-

charge the engine and began to experiment with the fuel/air
mixture. Thereafter, Garland returned twice to test the
Machigonne II's emissions and found them below the federal
standard on both occasions.
But according to Capt. Pearson, Garland made her visits
when the Machigonne II's engines were readjusted for a lower
fuel/air mixture. When the weather changed and safe operation
of the Machigonne II became problematic, the fuel/air mixture
was brought back up and the smoke returned.
Inspector Carland didn't.
On July 31, Captains Pearson and Mavodones sent her
another letter of complaint stating that "there have been
numerous adjustments made to the engines since your last visit.
These changes could make conclusions based on (your previous
results) appear flawed."
Garland said she received their letter but had been told by
someone in the Casco Bay Lines office that the Machigonne
would be out of service over the Labor Day weekend, and that a
trip d6wn from Augusta would have been fruitless at that time.
"She must have misunderstood me," said Bill Neily. "I told
her that the Machigonne would be out of service starting Nov.
3, because it was going into dry dock to have the wheelhouse
reconfigured, among other things."
This was something of a fortuitous misunderstanding for
Casco Bay Lines, as Labor Day weekend would have been a
stellar opportunity to catch the Machigonne II at its worst.
Garland does not seem to be greatly concerned over the
health of the Machigonne's crew. "We haven't found any other
compounds (in the Machigonne's exhaust)," she said. "We
found high levels of carbon monoxide, but the body will clear
out carbon monoxide all by itself."
It's hard to understand how Garland can fail to find organic
particles in the Machigonne's exhaust when other researchers
have no trouble locating them in the exhaust of vehicles running within designed limits.
Recall Shanker's comment about diesel engines producing
between 50 and 100 times more organic particles than gasoline
engines. The difference between the specified operational ideal
of the Machigonne's engines, which is 1800 revolutions per
minute, and their actual operating speed of 1300 r.p.m:s,
indicates that the Machigonne II's engines are operating below
peak efficiency. This fact suggests that the Machigonne II's
exhaust may be on the high side of that scale.
If diesel engines do not burn fuel at peak efficiency, part of
that fuel is necessarily pumped into the atmosphere in an
unburned - that is, organic - state. Is it possible that atmospheric
and local conditions combined to give Ms. Garland a low
reading of particulate pollutants?
'That's possible," she said. "But it seems to us that the
biggest threat to the crew is the exhaust from the vehicles

getting on and off the ferry. And even then, we feel that the
duratioll of exposure is such that their bodies can handle it.
'The people running Casco Bay Lines are aware of the
problem and doing their best to engineer it out of existence,"
said Garland.
Perhaps. CBITD has come up with a raft of possibilities for
fixing the ferry. "One way is to put a lower pitch (on the
propellers that push the ferry)," says Pat Christian. "Another
would be to increase the (propeller) pitch and change the
reduction gear (in the ferry's transmission). We could increase
the r.p.m. range on the existing engines or swap these engines
for other engines that have more horsepower. We could
increase the air injection system. We could treat the symptoms
by putting in smokestacks or by filtering the exhaust with a
water-wash system."
But in all their proposals to doctor the Machigonne Il, there
is not a shred of an offer to doctor the deck hands. "Up to last
December, we were offering to pay for a blood test for carbon
monoxide," said Bill Neily. "I don't think anybody took us up
on that."
Why should they? Exposure to carbon monoxide is a given
cOndition of employment, a reasonable hazard for people who
work with cars and trucks. But no one has offered so much as a
chest x-ray to anyone on the CBL payroll, though that would be
the first recourse of any doctor trying to determine the status of
a patient's respiratory health.
For all of Garland's professional regard for performing the
correct test at the proper moment, she fails to take in the fact
that the deck hands have already performed a test that covers a
broad range of conditions.
"Based on an eight- or a to-hour exposure," said Garland,
"this shouldn't make anyone ill. Some people are just more
sensitive than others."
But the Machigonne II's deckhands are exposed to the toxic
cloud for that long every dIly they work. It's no coincidence that
the color of the mucous they cough up matches the color of the
Machigonne II's exhaust. And it's no coincidence that members
of the Machigonne II crew report feeling ill long after leaving
the ferry.
If the proof of whether or not something is affecting a
person's health resides in that person's body - and not in some
random air sample sealed in a glass tube - then the crew of the
Machigonne II has proven beyond a trace of a doubt that the
exhaust from the Machigonne's engines is adversely affecting
their health. They feel sick.
The boat, at least, can be replaced. The deck hands cannot.

W.D. Cutlip regu/Qrly emits /I grut clmul of smoking copy thllt seTJeTely
limits visibility within the Casco Bay Weekly wheelhouse.
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able," said Grasmuck.
But Michele Reagan, Senate Treasurer and an Executive
Committee member, disagreed with Grasmuck's decision.
Reagan, the lone voice of dissent on the Executive Committee,
was kept by a family emergency from the meeting where
stipend increases and the Powers House renovations were
approved. She does not oppose the senate spending money to
renovate the Powers House per se, but is bothered by the
process by which those decisions were made.
"The real issue was how it was done, of putting the authority
in the hands of so few people," said Reagan, who added that
when the full Senate voted on renovating the Powers House last
April, it voted against it.
As if the raises and remodeling were not enough, Grasmuck
further infuriated his opponents by spending $2,500 for a
"Leadership Network Retreat" at a resort in North Conway,
New Hampshire. Twelve people attended, including the
Executive Committee, some USM administrators, leaders from
The Free Press, WMPG and other student organizations.
"While Maine inns scrounged for any business, (Grasmuck)
spent 2,.500 student activity fee dollars to host an elitist shindig
at an expensive ... NH resort," wrote Free Press editor Andrew
Levesque.
"The money's pissing me off in a big way," said student

20 MILK ST. • OLD PORT 871-7054

The $45.000 allotted by Grasmuck and the Executive Committee could not have been spent at a more sensitive time - or in
a more insensitive manner.
Trustees for the University of Maine system were hammering out the final items in what Chancellor Robert Woodbury
called a "very tight" budget. Administration requests were
pared by hillt, to a total of $20.2 million for fiscal 1992 and $19.4
million for fiscal 1993. H approved by the Maine Legislature,
that money will come out of a state budget already running in
the red.
Meanwhile, four student senators raised their own stipends,
the salaries paid to students in college-related jobs. Four of
those stipend increases were for the Executive Committee
members themselves. The heftiest increase went to Grasmuck,
whose stipend more than tripled, from $2,500 to $8,500. While
committee members tactfully abstained from voting on their
own stipend increases, none voted against stipend increases for
their fellow committee members.
USM Free Press Editor Andrew Levesque bemoaned
Grasmuck's "sneaky and slippery leadership style," and wrote
that his "self-serving chairmanship resulted in nearly
untraceable, expensive dealings for the senate all summer
long."
Another of those dealings involves approval of a $30,000
renovation of the Powers House, the building that houses the
student senate offices.
Grasmuck said he pushed the renovations through because
$28,000 in surplus funds from last year's budget became
available. He claimed the Powers House needed work in order
to pass building codes, and that student organizations would be
displaCEd for a shorter period of time if the renovations were
started over summer break. Moreover, Grasmuck said the
renovations would create office space on the building'S dilapidated third floor. "Leaving the third floor vacant and unusable
when student groups were screaming for space was inexcus-

actions. He said his "name and reputation" were at stake, and
claimed he would be cleared when his actions were ruled
prudent.
But Senators Mason, Reagan and others remained
unconvinced.
Mason read a statement calling for Grasmuck to be impeached. He wanted the senate to begin an investigation and to
question Grasmuck on the spot, but Parliamentarian Richard
Lawrence said Robert's Rules of Order required giving
Grasmuck a week's notice so that he could prepare his defense.
"I find it hard to believe that with everything that's gone on
that he isn't prepared to defend himself now," said Reagan.
"I'm not going to get railroaded by anybody here," snapped
Grasmuck.
But other senators told Grasmuck that by remaining in his
seat he would cause infighting and prevent the senate from
moving forward - exactly what he had campaigned not to do.
"H you're here for the student body," said Sen. Edward
Hatch, "you'd step down so we can get something done."
With that, Grasmuck called a recess. He said he would return
in 10 minutes with a decision on whether or not he would
resign. In the hall, he spoke with other senators and with Craig
Hutchinson, USM's Associate Director of Student life.
When Grasmuck returned to the room, he announced that he
would resign from his position as Chair only if he could remain
as a senator. The senate went along with the request.
Robert Smith, who had been acting as Vice-Chair, was
named Chair of the senate. Sporting an ROTC haircut and a
baseball hat, Smith attempted to clear the air concerning his
own involvement in the summer decisions.
"The only thing 1 was guilty of was being kind of ignorant
and naive of what was going on," Smith said. "I thought
everything was kosher, okay?"

Political fallout

Summer decisions

BARTON'S

~

Each spring, 21 USM students are elected to the USM
Student Senate. Students may run to represent one of USM's
four colleges, or may fill one of the at-large seats on the senate.
Student senators serve one-year terms that span the academic
year following the election.
As is often the case, less than 300 of USM's 10,500 students
cast votes last spring. That's less than 3 percent of the student
body. Some senators "won" their seats with a total of less than
ten votes, according to Robert Grasmuck.
Once elected, USM's student senators get to hold the purse
strings to the money that flows from the university's student
activity fees, which are $60 per year for full-time students and
$20-$41 per year for part-time students. The 1990 senate budget
has a balance of more than $365,000.
The money funds The Free Press (USM's student newspaper), WMPG (a non-commercial radio station), and about 40
other student academic and social organizations. The senate
considers budget requests from the various groups and gives
them all, some or none of the amount they request. Michele
Reagan, Treasurer of the senate said: '1t takes deciding out of
the hands of the administration and is a good learning experience for the students getting involved."
Robert Grasmuck had served four years on the senate, longer
than any other member. Grasmuck was tired of a senate "seen
strictly as controlling the purse strings," and said he "wanted to
change the focus from money to advocacy issues and beefing
up student services."
Before adjourning for the summer, newly elected senators
voted among themselves for Grasmuck to serve as Chair of the
senate. likewise, Robert Smith was elected Vice-Chair, to act as
a stand-in for Grasmuck and keep office hours on campus to
field senators' and constituents' inquiries. Richard Lawrence
was elected Parliamentarian, to council the senate on its rules
and bylaws. And Michele Reagan was chosen as Treasurer, to
track the money that enters and leaves the senate till. The four
students elected by their fellow senators comprised the Executive Committee, and were empowered to act on behalf of the
entire senate during the summer.
Grasmuck is a 26-year-old sociology major. There is a poised
intensity to his manner that suggests a person twice his age. He
listens to people carefully when they speak to him, and pauses
before he speaks. His words are chosen carefully and he rarely
smiles. Grasmuck considers himself conservative and aligns
himself with the College Republicans and the Conservative
Coalition.
After graduating from high school, he served two years in
the Army as a tactical intelligence analyst, where, according to
Grasmuck, his training attuned him to "the elements you would
see in ba ttle."
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senator Robert Tuxbury to the Free Press. About the weekend
retreat in New Hampshire, Tuxbury asked, "Why wasn't the
meeting held here? What was so important that it had to be
held so far away?"
And in that same issue, Mishe Pietkiewicz, who chairs
USM's Honor Association and who attended the retreat,
described the retreat's atmosphere:
'1 arrived Friday night to the hospitality suite, complete with
a fully stocked cash bar and a group of executive senate members playing a lively drinking game called 'Up the River, Down
the River.' So lively, in fact, security showed up twice."

Facing accusers
H Grasmuck arrived ready for battle, then the season' s first
issue of the Free Press brought him to it. Editor Levesque's
scathing editorial, the opinion piece by Pietkiewicz and an
exhaustive cover story by Associate Editor Rebecca Donovan
focused attention on the summer decisions and elicited what
Donovan described as "fuming" responses from other senators.
"I don't think it's fair," Grasmuck said of the Free Press'
coverage and opinion pieces. "A lot of students felt 1 really got
slammed silly."
One of those students was Emily Whitman, who was hired
by Grasmuck as a summer intern. ''The Free Press' first edition
was pretty pathetic," said Whitman. "The whole unfolding of
events is tragic because Bob would have done a really good
job .. . He was on a faster treadmill because he had spent four
years on an inactive senate that dragged its feet... The only
problem with Bob is he didn't call timeout for a huddle."
Grasmuck did huddle on Sept. 13, when he opened a scheduled meeting of the Student Senate by calling for the Student
Conduct Committee to conduct an investigation of his summer

"Rob Smith probably will not even order a box of chalk until
he has enough consensus from the senate to feel he will not face
the predicament that 1 was in," said Grasmuck, later.
Grasmuck said he thought the rationale for his forced
resignation was "a total crock of crap." He is convinced he
could have proven that his actions were justified, but said the
process "would have left a bitter taste in people' s mouths."
Some people are bitter anyway.
"I think (Grasmuck) should have been completely removed
from the senate by formal impeachment proceedings," said
Pietkiewicz. "I'm scared that all the things that went on this
summer will be swp:Junder the carpet."
Said the formp· tactical intelligence analyst "I have a lot of
political enemir .> out there who really had their moment of joy.
But they shOUld have made sure that 1 was off the senate
completely, because 1 still have quite a bit of lateral movement
This is going to come back to haunt a few people."
Sen. Reagan, however, predicted that the summer's decisions
will come before the senate again for another vote.
But some of the decisions can't be undone - including the
$2,500 weekend getaway, $2,500 in stipends already collected
by Grasmuck, and $6,500 already contracted for the first phase
of the Powers House renovation.
'1t was a trying time but a very good learning experience for
the senate," said Larry Benedict, Vice President for Student
Affairs at USM. 'They learned about making decisions and
living with the fallout of those decisions."
Craig Hutchinson agreed. 'The worst thing that could have
happened was for the administration to have stepped in." Like
Benedict, he views the incident as a difficult but worthwhile
learning experience for the student senate. He credits the Free
Press for covering the issue so extensively and effectively acting
as a "check" on the senate.
But Hutchinson also noted that only a handful of people
attended the Sept. 13 senate hearing at which Grasmuck
resigned.
.
"I'd like to think that students had confidence in their
leaders to resolve the situation," said Hutchinson. "But 1 think
they just had something else to do."
Apparently, they did.
When Grasmuck slammed down the gavel on his own
resignation, three students sat in the well-lit lounge outside the
Hastings conference room. Two young women and a young
man each held a black plastic box that guided radio-controlled
cars over the tile floor. They maneuvered the cars around
furniture and vending machines. They looked sleepy and wore
the blank expressions of people watching TV.

Andy Newman never served in student govtrnment.
He spent his college days serving in restaurants.
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Blood-sucking
Ingrate advice
To the letter writer who
lost his dignity to the "bloodsucking leeches" at the
welfare office, I say this: take
a long, hard look at your own
blood-tipped fangs, pal. By
your own admission, welfare
kept you going for four years
running - that's more than
anyone's fair share and far in
excess of the collective taxes
you've paid in over the years.
Now you're on the welfare
rolls again and you're
demanding that the rest of us
provide you with an education and job skills so you
won't be "forced" into the
slums of dependency again.
Forced? Get real. Educational
opportunities abound in
Portland: there are free or
low-cost G.E.D. classes and
study gUides, a bounty of free
books to be borrowed from
the library, and a wide
variety of grants and lowinterest school loans. What
do you want, a Harvard law
degree?
I have no gripes with
people who Sincerely need
city assistance. Everyone
needs a helping hand at some
time. I do, however, have a
big problem with people who
piss on that helping hand.
The word ingrate comes to
mind for some reason.
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Conserve energy;
preserve peace
We deplore the invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq. We commend President Bush's work
in concert with the United
Nations to restore autonomy
to Kuwait. The Maine Peace
Campaign believes that the
conditions for peace require
not only resisting an aggressor such as Saddam Hussein,
but also a redefinition of
security to include protection
of our global environment. If
we do not start working
toward energy self-sufficiency, such battles over the
world's non-renewable
resources will become
commonplace. While today's
conflict is over oil,
tomorrows may be over
clean water.
Our nation needs an
energy strategy emphaSizing
conservation, clean, renewable energy sources and
public education. Americans
comprise approximately 6
percent of the world's
population, and consume 2530 percent of the world's oil.
Increasing the average gas
mileage of an American car
from 28 to 40 miles per gallon
would eliminate our need for

the oil produced by Iraq. We
must invest in an alternative
energy program. The Japanese are doing this already by
developing a new
multibillion-dollar, solar
energy industry. We request
that Congress adopt pending
measures on automobile fuel
efficiency, clean air, and
funding for research and
development of environmentally sound and renewable
energy sources. We also
request that Congress protect
Federal lands from oil
exploration. H the lessons of
Operation Desert Shield
resul t in a sound energy
poliCY, it will be a major
victory for us all.
We are deeply concerned
that the Middle East oisis is
evolving into a military
confrontation between the
United States and Iraq. Both
of these nations have chemical weapons; the United
States has nuclear weapons.
Therefore, the outbreak of
actual warfare may result in
the use of these weapons of
mass destruction.
We must remember that
the United States' stockpile of
thirty thousand nuclear
weapons has not deterred the
outbreak of this conflict. Nor
is there any rational use for
such weapons in this conflict,
or any other conflict.
This situation provides no
excuse for further spending
on nuclear weapons such as
the Strategic Defense Initiative, the MX missile, or the B2 bomber, which would
divert funds from more
urgent environmental,
economic and social needs.
For thirty years, Physicians
for Social ResponSibility has
documented that a large
nuclear war would be the
ultimate environmental and
public health catastrophe.
Chemical weapons threaten
to produce massive and
horrible casualties among
civilians and combatants.
Like nuclear weapons, their
effects may extend beyond
combatants to populations
not directly involved in the
conflict. The use of these
weapons, even in a local
conflict, carries grave dangers
and must be avoided . We
urge the United States to
pursue a strengthened NonProliferation Treaty, and to
lend full support to the
United Nations Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Conference, scheduled for January
1991, as international mechanisms to stop the development and spread of nuclear,
chemical and biological
weapons.
Since, for many reasons,
there is a worldwide interest
in an expeditious and just
resolution of this situation,
the United Nations is in the
best position to bring countries together to restore peace
to the Persian Gulf. The

United Nations can most
effectively bear the responsibility for all hostage negotiations in order to lessen the
fear of a U.S.-sponsored
invasion or hostage rescue
attempt. We urge President
Bush to support a joint
United Nations command
over Gulf naval activities to
coordinate the blockade, and
to lessen the threat of unnecessary confrontation. Continuing to increase U.S. forces
and having the U.s. Navy be
the major player in blockade
activities only contributes to
Saddam Hussein's efforts to
depict the situation as an
Arab versus U.S. confrontation. As we enter the postCold War era, President Bush
must refrain from any
unilateral offensive military
action, and should instead
work to promote joint action
under the command of the
United Nations.
We urge Congress to
appropriate funds immediately to cover all outstanding
dues to the United Nations
and its peace-keeping
activities, as a gesture of
support for the U.N:s
activities in the Persian Gulf.
A multilateral response to
Saddam Hussein will be the
most effective one. We ask
President Bush to continue to
work with the United
Nations to set a new model
for dealing with aggression.
This situation is a clear
opportuni ty for a new kind of
united action and world-wide
consensus. Let's seize it.

Your right to move freely in the City of Portland and to carry concealed
fireanns is under atl2Ck by our Chief of Police, Michael Chitwood. A8
owner of 'The Bar of Soap," a laundromat and pub, I ask for your
assistance to stop this atl2Ck! Mr. Chitwood would like all the saloons t
post a gun policy stating in effed that if you go into a bar, even though
you have a valid concealed firearms permit, we can have you arrested
regardless.
Protect 'your' riglllS. Together we can do it. My policy is posted ...
"Gwu PetmItted. •• Cooccaled Only••• DIsplay upon Request Only"

I personally have been in a legal battle with the chief for almost a year
now. I have been refused a re-issue of my concealed firearms permit
twice; the second time being in violation of a court order. I am also a
fifth degree black beh. Because of this, the city has said in writing and

I quote, "It is to be expected that his ability to use concealed weapons
such as the knife or a gun if the pennit is issued will result in their
intended purpose.' I currently have a 'contempt of court' motion
pending and also a motion for a trial with the Chief as the defendant to
explain how he has denied my right to choa;e how, when, where, and
with what I choose to defend myself. These procedures have already
cost me well over $7,000 with no end in sight yet!
I need your help!1

My pledge to you is that I will work for our rights as permit holders for
your one·time contribution. Give what you can and I will do the rest.
I will respond to all associates and keep all correspondence confidential.
Help put the Chief back on track!

Mark S. Hider, President

Checks payable to:
American Martial A11s Foundation
70 Cobb Avenue, Portland, MaIne 04102
"Contributions Tax Deduaable'

FINAL WEEKS

Views of Rome
From the Thomas Ashby
Collection in the Vatican Library
July 17 - September 30
The Eternal City
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Abbe Anderson
Executive Director
Maine Peace
Campaign
Portland

Seeing with
the heart
I have been a regular
customer at 16 Plus for
several years. It was very nice
to see Maryellen Viney
mentioned in your article
(Women vs. Their Bodies,
CBW 9/13/90). Maryellen is
one of the most beautiful
people I know. She is very
funny and her personality
can and does light up a room.
It's sad that so many people
judge you by what size you
are. I know a lot of people
who are size 8's who can't
hold a candle to her. I hope
some day people will see
with their hearts and not with
their eyes or dress sizes. In
my heart she's a size 8 and a
wonderful friend.

(;o-}V~ ) k,J~'j
Bonnie Harlow
Portland
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The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more
ways to be Informed, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections
must be received In writing on the Thursday prior
to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to:
Ellen Llburt, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark St.,
Portland, ME 04102.

+Walt Disney's World On Ice is
a show featuring men and
women who dress up as
bunnies and mice who in turn
behave like men and women on skates, no less. All this and
more can be seen tonight at 7
p.m. at the Cumberland County
Civic Center, One Civic Center
Square, Portland. Tickets: $8.50$11.50. For more information,
call 775-3458. (See the Etc
listings for other dates and
times.)
+Much Ado About Nothing is
a play by a man named
Shakespeare that features a
woman in a role originally
played by a boy playing a
woman playing the role of a
man. Are you with me? The
heroine's name is Hero. Is that
clear? No? Then go to the
Schoolhouse Arts Theater
tonight at Sebago Lake 8 pm,
where you may, just may,
figure it out for yourself. Mark
T. Mannette of Port Star
Productions directs the
Embassy Players in this
comedy of great,love and
greater confusion. Admission:
adults $10, children and seniors
62 and over $6. The Schoolhouse Arts Playhouse is in
Sebago Lake Village at the
junction of routes 114 and 35.
For reservations and more
information, call 642-3743. (See
the Stage listings for other dates
and times.)

+Ray and Cilla Fisher, two of
Scotland's leading singers of
traditional songs, will be at the
Curtis Little Theater of the
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath, tonight at 8
p.m. Dick Dufrense of Arundel
will open for the Fishers. (Dick '
may not be Scotch, but the odds
are very good that he's at least
tasted the stuff.) Early reservations are strongly suggested.
Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at
the door, and are available at
Macbeans Music (who else?),
Brunswick (where else?) and
The Chocolate Church, Ba:th.
This concert is brought to you
courtesy of the Bath-Brunswick
Folk Club. For reservations and
more information, call 729-3185.
This should be a great show:
they really kilt their last
audience.

will open its new Fire Safety
Exhibit, and children attending
this opening will get a free fire
hat, which is very much like a
little umbrella. Holy smokes,
eh? The hat is free with
admission, which is $250 from
one year old on up to senior
citizens, who pay a mere $2.
The Children's Museum of
Maine is located at 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. For more
information, call 797-5483.
+New faces: Kids just don't
look right in fire hats. Have you
noticed? There's a lack of
aesthetic balance. What's a
parent/zoo keeper to do? The
Children's Workshop Center
will be happy to help you out.
They're running a MaskMaking workshop for ages 6 to
13 from 10 to 11:30 a.m. today.
Certified art teacher Judy Faust
will show slides on different
cultures, some of which mayor
may not contain faces that
complement fire hats. Classes
will create their own masks
from recydables, paper mache
and paint. The class runs five
weeks and costs $40, materials
included. The Children's
Resource Center is located on
Thompson Point Rd., Portland.
Call 879~22 to register.
+Biggest, bluest: You're lucky
these days if, on one night in
one week in anyone month,
you can shell out a pretty
penny to see one fairly decent
band. That's reality, folks.
That's just a natural law of the
economic ecosystem. Well,
brace yourself: the Southern
Maine Blues Society has done
the unreal. Tonight, just
tonight, for just $12 - $10 for
students - you can see the
fabulous Otis Rush, the strictly
wonderful Zora Young, the
amazing and
mystical
Eddie
Kirkland
and

Heard any
good ones
lately7

our very own and utterly
astounding Blue Flames at the
USM Portland Gym, 96
Falmouth St., Portland. For
more information, call 727-3881.
(Note: Due to the highly
volatile nature of this show,
persons with weak hearts or
strong libidos are advised not
to get too close to the stage.)

+There are moments when
owning a telvision can be a
justifiable expense for persons
of taste. One of those moments
is when the television no longer
works and it just happens to
look good next to window with
a few plants and knick knacks
on it. Another such moment is
on the almost incalculably rare
occasion when something
worth watching is on. Like
tonight, when you can see ''The
Civil War," an epic, nine-part,
11-hour major television event
produced and directed by
award-winning documentary
film maker Ken Bums. The
show will air from Sep. 23 to
Sep. 27 each evening at 8 p.m.
on channel 26. For more
information, call 941-1010.

+ A roll in the hay: Once again
the seasons have changed (a
pretty profound observation, if
you ask me) and the time is
right for a Good Earth Fann
hayride. Take a horse-drawn
hayride to the
Great
Pumpkin
Patch.

See
Sept. 28.

Pick your own pumpkin, have
an apple and a cup of cider and
visit the animals. Let the straw
get into your underwear and
the smell of horses and fallen
leaves get into your clothes.
The cost of this seasonally
correct expression of joy is $2.75
per person. The Good Earth
Farm, just off Bow St. in
Freeport, is open Mon-Fri from
2-5 p.m., weekends and
holidays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.and other times by appointment - through Oct 31. Group
rates are available. For more
information, call 865-9544. Take
a hayride while you still can. It
won't be that long before you
can take a sleigh ride. (Talk is
treason?)

+Pssst: Hey, kid! Wanna read
some smut? This one here is
called "The Sun Also Rises."
And this one's called ''The
Wizard of Oz." Wanna get real
dirty? Read ''The Bible." Does
this sound like some good,
nasty, dirty, salacious literature
to you? Surprise! It's National
Banned Books Week, boys and
girls! There will be a group
reading of banned books at the
Scarborough Public Library, 48
Gorham Rd., Scarborough,
from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight.
Readers will present their
favorite banned book in fifteenminute segments to promote
intellectual freedom - or give
you a little libidinous thrill,
depending on your point of
view. All of the above books
have been banned for one
reason or another, going way
way back to the most recent
book banning on American soil,
which was Sep. of 1990. (Mark
Twain's "Huckleberry Finn"
gets banned somewhere every
year. Pretty raw stuff, eh?) For
more information, call 883-4723.

+Nothing is so dangereus as a
mad horse: Lust! Power!
Intrigue! Danger! Drama! What
is this? "Les Liaisons
Dangereuses!" The Mad Horse
Theater Company presents
Christopher Hampton's play of
intrigue, passion, obsession and
seduction set in the decadent
culture of 18th-{:entury France a place much like present-day
Biddeford, we understand. The
show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets:
$12-$15. The Mad Horse
Theater is elegantly situated at
955 Forest Ave., Portland. For
more information, call 797-3338.
(See the Stage listings for other
dates and times.)

+The opportunity of a lifetime:
Have things been getting a
teensy bit tense in your place of
business? Would you like your
employer to take a little break
so you can get some work
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William Shakespeare's
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ABOUT NOTHING
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School House
Arts Center

WEEKLY S'IlJDENT SPEaAIS

"thuls. 9/20

Matt Lan,ley
Quintet

also try our
Hot Soups, Vegetable Stews,

"eri. & sat 9/21 & 9/22
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767-4627
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Head east on Broadway, take the last tight on to Pickett.
Plenty 01 trouble ftee parkina!

Big, big, big and
blue! See Sept. 22.

6886.
+Like they say on the beer
commercials, It doesn't get any
better than this. Unlike those
commercials, this is not a
pathetic, bold-faced lie: The
New England Storytelling
Festival starts tonight at 7:30
p.m. The Winslow Homer
Center for the Arts in
Scarborough hosts performances by nationally recognized storytellers from all over
New England. Storytellers like
Ladjamaya, Judith Black, Kif
Fitzgerald, Jackson Gillman,
and David Neufeld will tell
stories that range from the
humorous and juvenile to the
profound and mature. There
will be hands-{)n workshops in
which participants will make
up stories about friends and
relatives, join an illustrious
balladeer, get a peek at the
making of weird faces, learn to
cast hand shadows on the wall,
or tell their first story in sign
language. Today's Student
Stage will premiere stories by
twelve Maine school-age
perfonners chosen for their
excellence, including Maine
State Storytelling Champion
Alison Hagy. Tickets are
available at Raffles, the
Enchanted
Forest
Bookstore,
the
5caJborough
Public
Library
and at the
door.
Admission: $7
for an
evening
show, $10
foraday
pass, $12

+Here comes the train: The
Portland Folk Club, WMPG, the
Maine Rail Group and
TrainRiders/Northeast present
"The Circle of Sound: Bound
For Glory," an evening of music
about building and riding the
rails beginning at 7:30 p.m. at
Catherine McAuley High
School, 631 Stevens Ave.,
Portland, Big names and talents
highlight this show, like AI
Hawkes, Marie Dufrasne,
Instant Grass, Brian Hoye,
Peter Albert, and many
others. Admission is $8 in
advance, $10 at the door
and $4 for children.
Don't be left at the
station! Get on
board the Circle
of Sound and
share the
memories of
the pastand a
vision
for the
future!
For more
information, call 7739549. (See the Concert
listings for further details.)

Steve BlulD 'Irlo
"sun. 9/23 4:30-8:30

Offering Brealfast & Lunch
Mon.-Fri.7am4pm

591 Congress SL • 7724>702
across from Portland Museum ofArt

773-1310

10 ExchanQe st.. Portlend

Open.lam
Sessions
20 danForth .t, • 772-8114

**.

***

MAINE
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS

DISAGREE?

ClSfPllUTORI.lNCOQPOI'WfD

'f

175 Pickett St.,
South PorUand

for a combo (evening show and
following day), and $20 for a
weekend pass. For more
information, call 766-2064. (See
the Stage listings for a schedule
of events.)

+Why, look here: It's
M.A.S.H.'s Capt. Spaulding
come down from the screen to
sing for us! Loudon Wainwright III, the man who

.PORT 'Ir STAR

I'"

ALTITUDE LOU & THE
TROPICAL DEPRESSION

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
POOTBALL
ON OUR WIDE·8CREEN TV
AJJNAY8 FOOD & DRINK 8PECIALSI
EVERY TUE8DAY
OPEN JAM with PETE GLEASON. 8:00

originally alerted us all to the
dangers of road killed skunks among other things - will bring
his peculiar humor to Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave., tonight at 9 p.m., along
with his guitar and stethoscope.
Tickets for this event are $10.
For more infonnation, call 773-

Where Is this
train bound? R~~;;;nTi.~~M.·lJfli
See Sept. 29.

+New hats: Fall has nearly
fallen and your children will be
needing new hats to keep them
dry in those cold autumn rains.
In recognition of this fact, the
Children's Museum of Maine,
which has just finished renovating the Dino Den Exhibit, will
host a grand reopening today
9:30 am. At 10 am, the museum

iSE~ptemb4~r21

done? Support the March of
Dimes Birth Defects Foundation (surely this is your civic
duty) by having your boss
arrested. The Annual Jail
and Bail at One City Center,
Portland, will haul your
employer away (today or
tomorrow) for a minimum
"arrest pledge" of $25. Prisoners are sentenced to one hour in
jail to raise money to fight birth
defects. (Perhaps the amount of
your particular pledge can be
negotiated in advance, with the
understanding that the average
sentence be likewise negotiated,
depending on just how much
time you need to yourself. The
March of Dimes could reap
enormous benefits by upping
the average pledge to, say, $25,
000, and the average sentence
to a month or more. Think of
the work you could get done!)
You could also jail your "best
friend," it says here - maybe
even the guy in the desk next to
yours who always leaves the
door open when you're trying
to concentrate. The possibilities
are endless! To jail a boss or a
"friend," call 871-0660.

Rt 114 Standish
8:00p.m.•

Sepc. 20, 21, 22
3:00 Mac. Sunday
Seprember 23

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER.
°100% Re<:ycled Unbleached Copy
8'/lX II, $l.60 ..,.m, $lS C2Je

.50%·70% Recycled White Copy
SI/u II, $l.20 ",.m, $31 cue
• 50% Recycled Computet
8'11X II, S2S.50 for 2SSOsheelS

• Also available: FAX Paper.

Leeal Pad., Envelopes, Bond
Beautifulooy baaed ink. in all
colon

~

Tickets: $10 adults
students & sen:iorsa.

'f
Reservations:

FREE DELIVERY IN
POR1LAND AREA
P.o. BOX 3322
.II PORTLAND. ME 04104 J,.
"'I"
77l-+f08
"i'
-----~~--~
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SUNDAY
BLOODY
NFL
SUNDAY

WHAT'S WHERE

Every Sunday watch
NFL FOOTBALL
on our wide screen TV!

Nickelodeon

BLOODY MARYS

Temple and Middle, Portland.

only

n2-9751

$ -1 .9
Steamed Hot Dogs 5D~
Also- Monday Night Football at Salutes
Miller Ute Just $1.50
Don't Forget Happy Hour

Weeknights 5 to 7pm
Free Buffet & Drink Specials

S\LUTrs
II"

I E 6.1

AT THE PORTIAND REGENCY
Comer of Mille & Market Streets' No Cover o"arge • Appropriate Dress Only

Firstrnam-Friday
and Satutday only
N.n-ow .".In (R)
1 :05. 3:35. 7:10. 9:35
(from Sap 21)
Aft., o.rk My . . . .t (R)
1 :05. 3:35. 7:10. 9:35
(ttvoogh Sap 20)
Paatcn. form the IEdve (R)
1:10.3:45.720.9:40
DNth W.lTllni (R)
1:25,3:55.725,9:50
PUmp Up the Volume (R)
1:15.3:40.7:15.9:45
WIld .. HNrt (R)
7.9:25
FI.ulner (R)
1:05. 3:55. 7:05. 9:40
Wltc,," (PG)
1:20.3:50

General Cinemas
Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road

n4-1D22
T.kI . . C.r. of Dualn. . . (R)

Southern Maine Blues Society /WMPG 90.9 FM
Proudly Presents ...

ILDDIIUSTER ILUES

Otis Rush

Eddie Kirkland
lora Young

with Special Guests - Maine's own Blue Flames.

Saturday, September 22nd • 8 p.m.
USM Gymnasium (Portland)
Adults $12
Students $ 10
12 yrs & under w/ adult free
Advance Tickels:
PORTLAND - Raoul', Roadside AttractioN, Cumberland Electronics,
Amadeus Music, Enterprise Records, Sound Alternatives
SCARBOROUGH - New ErQland Music
BIDDEFORD - Mid Town Music: KENNEBUNKPORT - Record Rendezvous
YARMOUTH - Ploy It Again; BRUNSWICK - Mocbeons

Tickets Also AlIOiloble at the Door

The Movies
10 Exchange Street. Portland
n2-9600
Rocky HolTOr Plctwe S ' - (R)
Sap 21. 11:45 p.m. Sep 22,
11:30 p.m.
BertwIey In the SIxt...

Sap 19-23
Wed-Fri 7. 9:15
Sat-Sun 1. 9
Th. Draullhtaman·. Contl'llet
Sap. 22-25
Sat-Sun 3:15. 7

Man-Tues. 7. 9
TheIonIou. Monk:
Stl'llight No Chaer
Sep26-30
Wed-Sat7.9
Sat -Sun Mat at 1
Specl.1 ....... : An Introduction to FIlm.
The Lat Leullh

• • • • ••••
THE RED UGHT REVUE

~
featuring
King Cadillac A:

The Eldorado Hnl~n4li:1
SeJK. 12 RAOUL'S DANCE PARTY
14 PalSOffifteld, ME (priv.)

15 DiMillo's ( riv.)

19 RAOUL'S ~ANCE PARTY
21 Arowsic, ME (oriv,)
22 Samoo, Rodiland (priv.
26 RAOUL'S DANCE PARTY
28 Hills Beach (priv.)

29

1 :30. 4. 7:15. 9:40
(through Sap. 20)
Lemon Slst.,. (PG)
1.3:05,5:10 (through Sap. 20)
QoodFeI'- (R)
1.4.7.10 (from Sap. 21)
Funny About Love (PG)
1:45.4:15.7:15,9:30
(from Sap. 21)
H.rdw_(R)
1.3:05.5:10.7:15.9:20
My Blue HNven (PG)
1 :45. 4. 7:10. 9:30
PrHumecllnnocent (R)
1:30.4:15,7.9:45
Darkman(R)
1. 3:15. 5:20. 7:30. 9:45
Ohoat(PG)
1:30.4:15.7,9:50
01. turd II (R)
7:15.9:55

Sh~n}o_it1and (priv.)

Oct. 5-0 Mr, lJOOOI)alli, O.O.B.

Wednesday NiW- is Party Night at
All Now R2oul's!
No.. booking ..eddlnlll and
corporate
for fall

CALL

Sap 22-23
Sat-Sunat5

Cinema City
8rad!ee's Plaza, near Exit 8
854-9118
All times through Sap 20
cal ahead for changes
Paatc.-d. From the Edg.
7.9
Mat Sat-SUl 1 • 3
Fl.tJlners (R)
7:15.9:15
Mat Sat-SUl 1. 3
Wltches(PG)
7:15.9:15
Mat Sat-SUl 1 :15. 3:15
Air Amerlc. (R)
7:15,9:15
Th. Exorcl.t III: legion (R)
7.9
Problem Child
Mat Sat·SUl 1. 3
The ""'.... 800II (G)
Mat Sat-SUl 1. 3

SILVER
SCREEN
Aft., Dark My s - t James Foley's
erotic thriller about a volatile QX-boxer
involved in a kidnapping scheme falls
short on both thrills and eroticism. After building a scenario of riddles about
the past and present and bringing together several blZ81T8 and enigmatic
characters, thelT1O\llestartsit'sdescent
into the mUndane. As the movie's
narrator. theex-boxer. remarks toward
the movie's end. "Sometimes you just
have to keep going. even when it
doesn't make any sense. Sometimes
you just need to have the end come." I
couldn't have agreed mora. The IT1O\IIe
attempts a subtle suspense, the type
that preys on the fe. of distrust: the
inability to ever really know ofhers
completely ortotulytrust thelrmotiws.
But the script verbalizes these fears
toomuch; too little is lefttotheaudlence.
The final enigma is that the perfor·
I11a'lC8S are remarl(ably good. with the
actors trying desperately to draw the
audience into roles which aren't too
compelling. Jason Palrick Is the boxer.
Rachel Ward the widow and Bruce
Dem the con man Uncle Bert.
Berkeley In the SIIIII_ Documentary
film featuring the woo of government
cinematographers trying tocapture the
growing commie threat on cellUoid.
Mostly about the growth of the Ber1<eley cou:lterculture.
o.rkman is a fantasy about a disfigured
scientist who uses synthetic skin to
transform his face into that of his enemies. Unfortunately the disguise
doesn't last forever. exposing his true
and hideous visage.
De..h Warrant Musde-bounddetective
(Jean-Claude Van Damme) gets a look
at prison from the other side of the

bani.

Whit. Hunt.r. BI.ck H •• t Clint
Eastwood plays a movie director who
becomespreoocupied with an elephant
hunt while making a film in Africa.
The Whit. AGee Michael Verhoeven directed this thriller based on the Chris·
tian revolt to Hitler In Gennany. a
movement known as The White Rose.
The IT1O\IIe is being shown as part of a
series of films on the Holocaust at
Bowdoin College this fall.

MONDAY 9.24

Open Mike Nlllht. RaouI·s. 865 Forest Ac_tIc CI. . .: U .. GllII.nt, Matt
Fo.t.r. T.rry Jam•• (acoustic)
Ave. Portland. n3~.
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. PortThe 4 SkIn. (rock) Old Port Tavam. 11
MOutton.~and.774~ .

MoncIIIr Nlllht Football (entertainment)
Moose Alley. 48 Marf(et 51. Portland.

n4-5248.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 9.20
Nobodr'. F.ult (rock) Gena·s. 13 Brown
St. Portland. n2-7891
Ch.-ll.KolhaeQuln....(jaz2)CafeNo.
20 Danforth St. Portland. n2-8114.
Moo Goo and theQ"' ..... (rock)Moose
Alley. 48 Malt<et St. Port!lrod. n4-5248.
PIInlc Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moulton 51. Portland. 774-0444.
AltItude Lou McN.IIy.nd the Troplcel
o.pr-Ion (rock) Spring Point Cala.
175 Pickett St. So. Portland. 767-4627.
SulNlnn• •nd the Gurs with TI_ (a
cappella) Uttle Willies. 36 Mar1<et St.
Portland. n3-4500.
J ••t.r.
Uazz.
rOCk.
motown)
Horsefeathers.193MidcjeSt. Portland.
773-3501.
Lonni. Brook. (blues) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave. Portland. n5-6886.

FRIDAY 9.21
Seldom Scen. (bluegrass) Raolj·s. 865
Forest Ave. Portland. n3-6886.
Swtft Ic. Cub_(rock) Spring PointCale.
175 Pickatt St. So. Portland. 787-4827.
St.pMn Blum Group (jazz) Cafe No. 20
Danforth St. Portland. 772-8114.
WIld H ...... UwwI.. (rock) Gena's, t 3
Brown St. ~and. 772-7891 .
Moo Goo and the Guy ..... (rock)Moose
AlIay.46 MaI1<at St. Portland. n4-5248.
PIInlc StatIon (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
MOulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
J.nnlf., Port., .nd FrI.nd. uazz) Uttle
Willies. 36 MaI1<et St. Portland. 77345DO.
J ••t.r.
Uazz.
rock.
motown)
Horsefealhers, 193 Middle St. Portland.

The Draughtsman·. Contrac:t Peter
Greenaway's eMy movie is about a
contract between the mistress of the
manor and herdraughtsman: heagrees
to do a series of drawings of her estate
only on the condition that he can make
love to her whenever he chooses.
n3-3501.
turdw_ is a science fiction thriller set
in the noHO<Klistant Mure staring a Only Motl_ (rock) Dry Dock. 84 Commercial St, Portland. n4-3550.
host of unknowns. You got it; no one
here has the vagoost notion what this
one's about.
Th. Lat Leugh German Expressionism
is next on the bill of the "Introduction to
Film Series" at The Movies. Emil
Jamings stars in FW. Mumau's 1924
titleless silent movie. The movie tells LItt.. WIlli.·.. 36 Malket St. Portland.
the story of a doorman at a lux'"')' hotel
n3-45OD.
who Is demotedtowashroomattendant The Whip, Trout Broe(rock)Gena's,13
because of his age.
Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.
The Lemon Slat.,.. A new movie 1:1,> the Steve Blum Group Oazz) Cafe No. 20
director J<¥:e Chopra. who directed
Danforth St. Portland. n2-8114.
Laura Darn iWild At Hearn in one of PIInlc Station (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
her best roles In "Smooth Talk. " "The
MOunon St. Portland. n4-0444.
LemonSisters"lsa comedy about tlvlle K.r.ok. (interactive entertainment)
friends set in Atlantic City. Diane
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. Portland.
Keaton. Carol Kane and Kathryn Grady
773-3501 .
star. The other sex is represented by Companr Blu_ Band (blues) Spring
Elliott Gould and Ruben Blades.
Point Cale. 175 Pickett St. So. Portland.
N.n-ow Marilin Am Archer w~nesses a
767-4627.
gangland murder; Gene Hackman Mlat., Mojo'. Bill Night o· Blues
keeps her alive. Lots of action. great
(genius) Raoul·s. 865 Forest AVe. Portcast.
land. n3-6888.
Postc.rd. from the Edg. Mike Nichols MooGooandtM Gur Pan. (rock) Moose
("The Graduate" and "Silkwood") diAlley. 46 Malket St. Portland. n 4-5246.
rects Meryl Streep and Shirley Derlen Brahm. and tM Cowlicks (rock)
MacLaine in a comedy about the reIaDry Dock. 84 Commercial St. ~and.
tionstip between a celebrity mom and
n4-3550.
her drug-addicted daughter. based on
the novel by Carrie Fisher.
Stat. ofCrIlC. Sean Penn among thugs.
who could ask for mora? We hope
Pam won 1 ruin this movie about a boy
from Hell's Kitchen who makes good. open Mlk•• Gena's 13 Brown St. Portand then returns to the old neighborland. n2-7891 .

SATURDAY 9.22

SUNDAY 9.23

hood.
Open Mlk. Night. UncIeBily·s. SO Ocean
Thelonlu. Monk- stralllht No ChaI. .r
St. So. Portland. 787-7119.
A problem with the release of the 16mm Caf. No .IIIzz .111m. Open jam session
version of this documentary on the life
with rythym section (1:1,>0 jazz) Cafe No.
and music of one of the greatest jazz
20 Danforth St. Portland. n2-8114.
pianists ever. delayed its Portland Th. 4 Skin. (rock) Old Port T avem. 11
premiere a few mora months. Director
MOutton 51. Portland. 774-0444 .
Charlotte Zwerin examines Monk's Barbaloots (rock) Squire Morgan·s. 48
enigmatic music. incorporating footage
Malket St, Portland. n4-5248.
from a ELropeal1 tour when Moll< was P.pa Love. M.mbo (tropical swing
at his best.
boogie) Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. n3-6886.

WEDNESDAY 9.28

TUESDAY 9.25
Open Mlk. Nlllht Spring Point Cafe. 175
Pickett 51. S. Portland. 767-4627.
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
MOulton. Portland. 774~.
Nice Dra.,.. (movie) Moose Alley. 48
MaI1<et St, Portland. n4-5248.
Old Port Feud (local gameshow)
Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St. Portland. n3-3501.

land. n3-3501.
Dan KnIght (rock) Gena·s. 13 Brown St.
Portland. 772-7891.
M.rI. a.und.r. Uazz. rOCk. blues)
RaouI·s. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. n3-

6886.
Network (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Moutton St. Portland. n4-0444.
8IICheior Nlllht (xxxxx) Moose Alley. 46
Marl<et St. Portland. n 4-5248.

DANCING
Zootz. 31 Forest St. Portland. Wed:
Progressives. Thu: UveMusic. Fri: Post
Modem·Cham Free; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; SUl: Request Night. n3-8187.
The Moon. 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nighUy. 8 pm on... Fri-Sat until 3 am.
No COler. 871.()663.
. .Iutee. 20 Mil< St, PortWld. OpennighUy
Lr'Itill am. No e<wer. n4-4200.
Bounty. 200 Riverside St. Portland. Fridays. 18+. Open Fri-Sat LrIIil 3 am.
Opens SUl-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.

New England Storytelling Festival
The New England Storytelling Festival offers an opportunity
to enjoy a weekend filled with stories. Two full-length evening
concerts present diverse works by 12 storytellers, from
Vermont's Northeast Kingdom to New York City's West Side,
Afro-American to French-Canadian, Voice, movement, humor,
drama, tradition, and innovation are their trademarks.
Saturday's Student Stage will premiere stories by school-age
performers from allover Maine who have been chosen for their
excellence_
The Festival runs from Friday, Sep 28 through Sunday, Sep 30.
During the day on Saturday and Sunday there will be a wide
choice of solo performances by the tellers and an array of handson workshops in which to create stories about friends or rela·
tives, to join an illustrious balladeer, get a peek at the art of
making weird faces, or tell a story in sign language. Ticket prices
are as follows: Evening concert: adult $7, child $5; Day Pass
(daytime, one day): adult $10, child $6, family $30; Combo
(evening concert plus following day): adult $12, child $8, family
$36; Full Weekend Pass: adult $20, chold $12, family $55. A 10
percent group rate discount is available for groups of 10 or more.
Location: The new Winslow Homer Center for the Arts at
Scarborough High School, Scarborough. For more information or
reservations, call 766-2064.

Sep 28, 7:30 pm (Performance)
Concert with Len Cabral, Michael Parent, Joe Perham,
Ladjamaya, Pat Spaulding and Kif Fitzgerald.

Sep 29 (Performances)
11 am: Pat Spaulding (New Hampshire)
12 noon: Len Cabral (Rhode Island)
1 pm: Student Stage
2:30 pm: Michael Parent (Franco-American)
3:30 pm: Joe Perham (Maine)
4:30-5 pm: Meet the Artists
7:30 pm: Concert with Judith Black, Karen Josephson, Mac
Parker, Jackson Gillman, Elisa Pearmain and David Neufeld.
Sep 29 (Workshops)
11 am: Michael Parent, "Songs and Stories"
12 noon: Joe Perham, "Maine Traditions"

2:30 pm: Len Cabral, "Storytelling How·To's"
3:30 pm: Pat Spaulding, "Stories with Puppets"

Sep 30 (Performances)
11 am: David Neufeld (Maine)
12 noon: Karen Josephson (Connecticut)
2 pm: Judith Black (for adults only) &: Elisa Pearmain (for
families)
3 pm: Mac Parker (Vermont)
4 pm: Jackson Gillman (Maine)
Sep 30 (Workshops)
11 am: Judith Black, "Experiences to Stories"

12 noon: Mac Parker, "Friends and Neighbors"
1-1:30 pm: Meet the Artists
2 pm: Karen Josephson, "Stories in Sign Language"
3 pm: Jackson Gillman, "felling Ballads"
4-5 pm: Meet the Artists

CON
CERTS
THURSDAY 9.20
lain Mac:Klntosh (traditional and oontemporary music from the British Isles)
8 pm. Chase Hal Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission: $1.

FRIDAY 9.21
Ray and Clil. FIsher (traditional Scottish) 8 pm. the C~s UtIle Theater. The

ChoooIateCIuch. 804 Washington St.
Bath. Tickets: $6 adv/reserved. $8 at
the door. 729-3185.
Seldom 8c_(bIueg<aSS) 9 pm. RaouI's
Roadside Attraction. Tickets:.$10. 7736886.

LIVE MUSIC THIS WEEKEND
Friday
Sept.
21

Saturday, Sept. 22

Darien Brahms
& The Soulminers
with The Cowlicka

SATURDAY 9.22
OI~Time

RadIo Ganll (folk) 7:30. Saco
River Grange Hall. Bar Mills Sep 22 at
7:30 pm. Tickets: $6. 929-6472.

WEDNESDAY 9.28
M.rI. . .unders Qazz, rock. blues) 9 pm.
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. TICkets:
$15.773~.

STAGE
Celebration Barn The..... amounces
its performances for Sap 28. an exploration of the art 01 masks with "The
Three Faces of Mask," and Sap 29.
with Michael Lane Trautman in hisadlit
clowntheaterplece"The Stooge." Both
performances are at 8 pm. Tickets are
$5 for adults. $2.50 for children 12 and
under. Tickets also availaQle at door.
Theater is located on Stockfarm Rd.
iust off Rle 117 N. in South Paris. For
reservalions. caJI743-8452.
Contact ImprovlMtIon CI _ _ at Ram
Island Dance Studio. 2SA Forest Ave.
Portland. Six weeks only. For mora

elt_D.ted second hand smoke
*no more smelly clothes
*no more smoke-filled rooms
*no more burning eyes

Ow,. state-of-the·art air
PUrification system ncdl)I works!

II

* UPCOMING CONCERTS* - - 9/20... Lonnie Brooks· Chicago Blues
9/21"*The Seldom Scene - 'Best Blue Grass Band in the U.S.•
9/22-*Mister Mojo's Big Night O' Blues
9/26*Merle Saunders - Jerry Garcia's Mentor
9/28+29"'Loudon Wainwright III

information, call n3-2S62.

Dr. Antonlonl'. Imllllinary 0 1 _ A
satire on modem medicine sponsored
by the Osteopathic Hospital of Maine,
will be performed on Sap 22 at 8 pm.
and Sap 23 at 2 pm. aI Portland Performing Arts Center. 2SA Forest Ave,
Portland. Proceedswilt benefittheAlDS
project. Cost: $8 adutts, $5 children
and students. For ticket information.
call the PPAC office at n4-0465. or
OHM at 879-8035.

L. . liaison. 0 .... , _ The Mad
Horse Theater Company presents
Christopher H8/Tllton'splayof intrigue.
passion. obsession and seduction set
in the decadent cutture of 18th century
France. Sap 27 -Oct 21. Thu. Fri and
Sat at 8 pm. Sun al7 pm. Tickets: $12$15. Mad Horse Theater. 955 Forest
Ave, Portland. For mora information.
call 797-3338.
Performance .rtlat Den Hurlln will
appear in his one-man production of
"A Cool M~lion." an adaptation of the
1920's novel by Nathaniel West. from
which HLllin presents some fifty char·
acters. The performance Is the "tale of
a country bumpkin. Lemuel Pitkin,
seeking his fort\roe In the shar1<·filled
waters of free enterprise. " Sap28-29 at
8 pm. TICkets are $7 in advance and $9
at door. forchidren and senior citizens
$3 in advance and $5 at door. Tickets
available at BowdoinCoiIege'sMoutton
Union. MacBaan'sMusic in Brunswick.
Amadeus Music in Portland and Record
Comection in Wal8fVille. Bowdoin's
Pickard Theater, BrLrIswick. 725-3003.

Conlm.ud 071 "..g. 16

ncket Info. 773-6886. Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

.. . . . . . . . . . ..
.. THE MOVIES·.
19-23

WED-FRI 7,

SAT-SUN 1,9

~r;~W~~

1heIonious Monk
STRAIGHT NO CHASER

Community
Cable Network
"'DIII21/IO
USM Closeups:
Beth Warren, Director of Human
Services (112 hour)
Plople Helping Plople:
Segments include Bjrthline, and
the Spurwink School (112 hour)
HaaHh Vilws:
Ethical choices in tough
situations
(1 hour)
Gounnal Cooking Made
HaaHhy:
Perfect pork (1 hour)
Programs premIere Fri. 7-1Opm,

and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues .• Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.

cable Channel 37 in Portland. So.
land. Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &
borough. Channel varies in Gorham.

September 20, 1990 17
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usro Bay ~k1y
University of Southom M.I... Art
Gall.ry. Gorham. ExhibiVgallery talk.
"Modem Images: Early 2Oth-Cent~
Prints from the Rothschild and
Famsworth CollectIons." HOIr.I: SUnThur, 12-4 pm. 780-5409.

Conti>rwd from p<lge 15

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

THRILLER THURSDAY
GREG POWERS OJ-

Dancing to the 6o's, 70's,
80's, & 90's
11.25 Beer specials
NO COVER IH
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 21

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 23

THANKWMGX
IT'S FRIDAY

HEADLINER
COMEDY

HAPPY HOUR 4-7

HEADLINER: CAITO 01 MORIN
ALSO APPERING: RICK BERmA

Free Buffet
93~ Miller Lite,
$1.93 Well Drinks

00011

,., 200 pHpl.

i. for FREE eft1Jr 7 p.m.
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 22

DANCING TO THE

50'S, 60'S & 70'S

open al7.Showliml ':30

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 26

WILD 'III' WACKY
WEDNESDAY
The

WAITERS

".11

$1.02 for ~omesUc
1st 2DO people
Dool1 'pen @ 7
In 'Of FREEl
10 Cover UII 8:31
DoolSopen
UPCOMING EVENT:
af7
Wed., Oct 3 PHISH,
tix: $6 adv., $8 door

W·

10th ANNIVERSARY
•

C E L E,

BRATION.

STAGE
T.lklng Drum. opens Bowdoin's 199091 Concert Series Since its formation
In 1983. the Talking Drums West Afri·
can Music and Dance Ensemble has
delighted audiences with its blend of
rhythmic music played on hand-carved
Instruments, West African dancing and
vibrant costumes. Both Abraham
LobenaAdzinyah, the leadar of Talking
Drums. and Freeman Kwadzo Donkor.
the dance director, are recognized
masters. andare member.I of the Ghana
Dance Ensemble. The two currently
dlrectthe West African music and dance
programs at Wesleyan University.
Dance concert begins at 7:30 pm in
Kresge Audnorium. Vosual Arts Center.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. The
concert is open tothe public. but there
is limited seating. Admission is $1 0 per
person, $8 for senior cnizens, froo to
those with Bowdoin 10. Tickets are
available in advance from the MolAton
Union Events Office. Mon·Fri from 8:30
am-5 pm. In addition. the group will
give a workshop on Sap 27 from 12:302 pm in Kresge Auditorium. Open. froo
of charge, to the public. For more information. call 725-3747.
11M Importance of BeIng E_tThe
City Theater Associates will be 0penIng their first prodIction for the 19901991 seasonwithOacarWilde'sfamous
farcical comedy. Sep 21-Oct 7, Fri &
Sat eves at 8 pm. Tickets are $10. sun
matinee at 2 pm $7.SO. All seats are
reserved andean beobtaned by phone
with VISa or Mastercard by calling the
box office at 282'()849 or at the box
office. 205 Main St. Biddeford.
Much Ado About Nothing Schoolhouse
ArtsCenter at Sebago Lake wiN present
Shakespeare's comedy as directed by
Marie T. Mannette at Port Star Produc·
tions. and presented by Embassy
Players. Sap 20, 21. 22 at 8 pm; Sun
matinee 23 at 3 pm. Admission: adults
$10. children and seniors 62 and CNeI'
$6. Sebago Lake Village. jet 01 rtes 114
and 35. For more information or reser·
vations, call 642-3743.

AUDITIONS

UESS WHO'S COMING?
Come one, come allfromfarand wide for the
MOOSE ALLEY / SQUIRE MORGAN'S

10TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION!
4() \I:\){KET ST){EET in )'01{ rL:\\[)'S OLD ),Ol{ r

207 /

77~·52-16

The Theater Project of Bru",wlck wiN
hold audnions for actors for ns 90·91

season. Season includes "The Boys
Next Door,· "JacquesBral,11 t'Macbeth"
and "The American DnIams and Other
~.·TheTheaterProjectasopians

two Seoond Stage Productions. open
to people in the community: 'The
Phantom Tollbooth- and "The
Caucassian Chalk CIIde." For more
information, call729.a584.
&ISM Chlld...n'. Chorus Seeks YOU1g
Singers. ages 8-13. Membership is
gained through audition or by recom·
mendation by a school music teacher.
Rehearsals are held Mon eves from
5:45-7:15 In Corthell Concert Hall on
the Gorham campus. Each fal and
spring semester will cuminate in a per.
formance. For more information or auditions. contact Dr. Betty Atterbury aI
780-527-4 or the Concert Manager at

780-5256.

ART
OPENING
Congr... Squ.r. G.II.ry. 42 Ex·
change St. Portland. "Maine Water·
coklr," an exhibition of watercolool
juied by DeWitt Hardy, which will be
on view from Sep 21 through Oct 15.
Opening reception Sep 21 from 5-7
pm. Hours: Mon-Fri 11 am-6 pm, Sat·
Sun 12-6 pm. Fri-Sat 7·9 pm. 774·

3369.

AROUND TOWN

stoln Gallery ContomporaryG ..... 20
Milk St. Portland. Three-dimensional
abstract paintings in glass by Stephen
Nelson and Daniel Gaumer through
Oct 15. HOIr.I: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm.
SUn 1-4 pm. 772·9072.
Unlvorslty of Southern Mal .... Are.
Gallory, Campus Center. 96 Falmouth
St, Portland. ·Wortds In Flux: Costumes
of East Asia." through Sap 28. Hours:
Mon-Fri 7 am-l0 pm. Sat-Sun 10 am·
10 pm.

Th. Art Gall.ry at Six Doering st.
Portland. A "Juried Group Exhibit"
through Ssp 22. Hours: Tue-Sat. 11
am·5 pm. For more Information, call
772-9605.
At.lI.r Framing. 82 Midde St. PorUand.
"Little Paintings." selected works by Artlotlc Freedom Under Attack The
Union of Maine Visual Artists has reo
Marilyn Blinkhom through Sep 30. For
more infonnation, call 774-2088.
solved to address the issue of artistic
Barrldotr Galler.... 26 Free St. Port·
freedom in a series of programs and
land. Paintings by Robert Solotaire
related projects this year. All those
through 6ep 29. Also at the gallely is a
interested should attend the Sep 21
selection of 19th- and early 2Oth-cenmeeting of the Coordinating Commit·
tury American paintings. Hours: Mon·
teeto help plan a course of action. Froo
and open to the public. 7:30 pm at 19
Fri 10 am-5 pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 772SOlI.
Mason SI. Brunswick.
BayvI_ Gall.ry. 75 Marieet SI, Port· Danforth Gall.ry invites visual artists to
land. Oil paintings by Scott Moore
present work for an exhibition of
through Sep 30; other exhibits by gal.
"Emerging Artists." Required: the artist
leryartistsindudeworksbyDavidUttle.
must either reside or attend school In
Maine. Artists chosen by lottery. This
Orrin Tubbs. Carol Hayes, Carol Sebord
and HelenSt. Clair. HOIr.I: 10am-6 pm
exhibition allows emerging artists the
opportunity to show their works. reo
Mon-Sat. For more information. call
773-3007.
ceive professional reviews, possibly
sell their work and provides opportu·
Danforth Gall.ry, 34 Danforth St, Port·
land. "Interpretations in Wood" exhibi·
nities to introduce their work and
tion by twelve sculptors inspired by the
themselves to the art comrrunity. For
forests of Maine. Through Sep 28.
more information. send SASE to
Hours: 11 am·5 pm Tue-Sat. For more
Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth St.
information, call 775-6245.
PorUand ME. 04101.
Dlmor.. 26 Exchange St. Portland. D.nforth Gallory is looking for submisHandwoven rugs by Portland artist
sions to the second annual Senior
Citizens' Art Exhibit. "Route 1 from
ThomasPattonthrough Sep3O. Hours:
Kit1ery to Brunswick: A Senior PerMon·Wed 10 am-6 pm. Thu-Sat 10
spective." Worksean focus on the past.
am-8 pm, Sun 10 am-5 pm. For more
present or future and will be juried by
infonnation call 775-7049.
Martin Dibner. Six prizes will be
Ev.", Gallery. 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
aWarded. Deadline for submission at
"The Hidden WOIfd of the Nearby,"
two- and throo-<limensional works is
dye-tnl1Sferprintsby JaM Wawrzonek,
whose IaIge color prints examine the
Oct 1. Formore information. send SASE
to Danforth Gallery. 34 Danforth SI,
colons and textures of the New England
landscape. Sap25-oct 20. Hours: TuePorUand,04101 .
Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 am-4 pm. 879- The N.w England Found.tlon for tho
ArtsINEARoglon.' F.II_hlp. for
0042.
VI.ual Artl... wi. live 10 awards In
G .... nhut Gallorl... 146 Middle St.
PorUand .• Borrowed VI9WS," works by
craftsand10lnphotography.Allawards
PorUand artist Connie Hayes, through
will beforSS.OOO. Also: the New Forms
Regional Initiative will support the
Sap 30. HOIr.I: Mon-Sat 10:30 am·
creation of new work by emerging and
5:30 pm. 772·2693.
lesser·known artists. Six to 12 awards •
M.I ... Emporium. 85 York St. Portland.
ranging from $2,OOO·SS,OOO, will be
Works by Maine artists Paul Alexandre
distributed to indlvi<iJal or coIlaborat·
John. Ilene Elowltch. Louise H.
Ing artists whose projects explooJ new
Chapman and Gerald Dinsmore
definitions of cu~ures. disciplines or
through Sep 30. 871·0112.
trad~ions. The Initiative will fund exTh. Joan Whnnor Payson Gailory,
perimental work thai is imovative in
Westbrook College. 716 Stevens Ave.
form, content and context. Application
Portland. Nancy Hemenway: Salections
guidelnos w~1 be available in Oct for
fromthePermanent Collection through
both grant programs, and the appIica·
Oct 27. "PorI<opolis." SUe Cos's mUll·
tion deadline for both is Jan 31, 1991 .
media works on paper examining the
For more Information. call (617) 492meat industry and. by Implication.
2914.
humanity's cruelty to humanity as reflected in humanity's cruelty to "lower" Porcont For Art Program What kind of
art Is receiving funding In Maine? And
forms of life. Through Oct 28. Holn:
out when Peter Simmons 01 the Maine
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until 9 pm).
Arts Commission discusses the PerSat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797-9546.
cent for Art Program. Talk and Slide
Portl.nd Muaoum of Art, Seven Conpresentation at 7:'JIJ pm. Sap 28 at
gress Sqlwe, Portland. HOIr.I: TueMaine Writers Center. 19 Mason St.
Sat,lQ-5;Sun.12·5;frooonThtrSday
Brunswick. Free and open to the pubeveOOgs, 5·9. "WinslolN Homer Wa·
tercolors,· an exhibit of 13 watercolors
lic.
painted between 1873 and 1897
(through Sep 23); "Views From Rome
from the Thomas AsttY; Collection in
the Vatican Library," an exhibit of 81
drawings and watercolors from the
Renaissance through the age of romanticism (through Sep 30): ·Per· Am ...aty Int.rnatlon.1 will host an
spectives: Marjorie Moore," an exhibit
evening of letter writing and discussion
of paintings. drawings and a video Infor "Banned Book Week." Join AI
stallation (through Ssp 23). "The Boat
members and friends in writing letters
Show: Fantastic Vessels. Fictional
for individuals imprisoned for exercisVoyages." Exhibit features artists' Ining their right to freedom of expression.
terpretations of boats in a variety of
Speak out for those being silenced.
media including glass, wood. hay and
Sap 28 at 6 pm. Raffles Cafe & Book·
fiber (through Oct 28). 775-6148
store, 555 Congress St. Portland.
Portl.nd School of Art. The Baxter Chi ..... Con...raatlon Circle will beGatery. 619 Congress St, Portland.
gin on Sap 28 at 7:30 pm. Galvin St.
"Student Exhibition 1990" on view
Portland. Coma practice your Chinese!
through Sap 21. Hours: Tues-Sun 11For more information. call 775-5951.
4. Thurs till 9 pm. 775-3052.
Compoot And Sewer Sludge Public
RIcotta'. BrIck Oven PIzza. 29 Westpresentation Sep 20 at 7:30 pm at the
ern Ave. S. PorUand. "Self Portraits and
Yarmouth Meeting House. Rte 1. DisEvolution.· work in a variety of medias
cussion of the new RWS composting
and formats by Fran Mason. Through
facility In Gorham and how it will affect
Nov 1. For more information. call 775FN-IS membercommunnies. Also. how
7400.
Yarmouth Is compostlng its sewer
Th. Spirited Oounn.t. 142 John St.
sludge. 846-6257 or 846·9299 for more
Portland. Mixed mediaart showthrough
information.
Oct 31. with works by Randall Harris, Mol... Publl.hor'. Auoc:latlon wi. hold
Pau Holingsworth. Teny McKelvey.
arneeting on the topic "Marieeting Your
Alayne & Julianne Reed and Paul
Way Through Difficult Times." on Sap
Rodrigue. Hours: Mon·Fri 10am-6pm.
20 at 7 pm. Uthgow Ubraty. Winthrop
Sat 9 am-l pm.
St. Augusta. 377 -81/8.

OTHER

SENSE

Counaollng Group for Dlvorclng/DI· Managing tho Divorce Proc:oa. Achild Volunt_ Advocat. . are needed by the
Family Crisis Shelter and the Rape Cri·
development specialist. a financial
vorced Adult. This 8·wook group led
sis Centerforthelr Lake Region Project.
planner and a psychologist will join
by S. Diane Paige. MA. specia~st in
Work to end domestic assault and
attorney Martin Schindler in a 4-part
work with changing families, will tentaviolence in your community. Training in
workshop on taking control of yOU' life
tively start on Sap 26 from 6·7:30 pm.
the
Bridgton area begins Sep 28. For
while
going
through
a
divorce.
This
Weekly topics will focus on moving
more information. call the shelter col·
workshop is designed to help indio
through emotional stages of divorce
lect at 774·3616.
vidualsassess financial consequences.
and adjustment. helping y04l children
plan their economic Mure. manage Th. AIDS project needs casseroles and
with their adjustment and building a
desserts lor 12·15 clients and staff
the related emotional issues and dis·
different relationship with the ex·
every Thu eve during support group
cuss the range 01 concerns associated
spouse. Call 828'()526 for more infor·
sessions. An 9IIe meal is also needed
with the legal· emotional impact on
mation. referral and/or screening.
on Wed's for 10·20 people. Call CVA
children. Cost is $40. Workshop will be
Energy Con ••.".tlon CI ..... The
at774-68n.
offered on 4 consecutive Tue·s. startEnergy ConS9fVation Division of the
ingSep25from7·9pm.113Masterton Bowdoin Colleg. MUlOum of Art is
Dept of Economic and CommlXlity De·
looking for volunteers to work as reHall. USM. Portland. To register call
velopment will conduct a series of
ceptionists and sales clerks. Training
874-6500.
workshops on energy conservation this
will be provided. Shifts are Tue-Sat 10
fall. Upon completion olthe workshop, M.y. Ang.lou will narrate a video
am·1 pm and 1-5 pm. For more infor·
showing. "America'sChildren: Poorest
participants will receive acet1Hicate for
mation call Helen Oube at 725·3064.
in a Land at Plenty." an examination of
a SO percent rebate up to $200 for
the many areas in which the needs of
weatherization materials. energy effichildren in the U.S. are being CNercient lighting products and heating
looked. Free. Sap 27. 7:30 and 9 pm.
system maintenance. The REAP
Lecture Hall 104. Olin Arts Center, Bates
workshops will be conducted through
College. Lewiston. 786.e330 for more
areaadliteducationprograms.Contact
infonnation.
your local Adu~ Education Director or
the Energy Conservation Division at M.n and Sexuality: A Men'. Weekend
Intensive with Stephen B. Levine. M.D.
289-6000 for workshop times and
and Tobin Simon, Ph.D. Toby Simon.
places nearest you.
teacher, poet and co-director of the
F.t.1 Prot.ctlon Greater Portland
H.O.P.E. Self-help support groups with
Proprioceptive Writing Center and
N.OW. presents a discussion with
facHitators moot wookly to help heal
Steve Levine, phychiatrist. current
Laurie Haapanan. field representative
the emotional pain associated with se·
medical director for the Center of Huwith the Maine State Employees Ass0rious diseases. Meetings are at Unity
man Saxuality in Cleveland. and author
ciation. Should a pregnant woman on
Church. 16 Columbia Rd. Portland,
of Sex Is Not Simple. will present a
drugs be ifT1lrlsoned to protact her
Tuesdays 2-4 pm. 5-7:30 pm and
workshop for men arty. Sap 21-23.
fetus? Should women of child-bearing
Thursdays 10 am·12 noon. There are
Tuition: 52SO. Call 772·1847 for more
age be Ineligible fof certain jobs •
also support groups for the family and
infonnation.
whether or not she is pregnant? come
friends of the ill which meet Thursdays.
and leam about this important Issue of 1l1li0 Voter Aegl.tratlon Drlv. spon7·9 pm. For mora Information call 1sored by Portland Area League of
women's rights. Sep 25 at 7:30 pm at
800-3J9.HOPE.
Women Voters and WGME-TV. daily
the YWCA, 87 Spring St. Portland. For
Ingrah.m VoIunt. .rs Help available by
Sep 21-28. 10 am-4 pm. Maine Mall
more in1ormation. call 871..()618.
phone 24 holna day. Call 774-HELP.
(near Food Court). S. Portland. For
Th. Gr••n P.rty The national and
Injured Worlt.rs Meeting for workers
further information. call 781-3552 or
statewide position of the Greens. a
having difficlAtywith workman's comp.
767-3737.
new political group focusing on envisystem 7::>iJ pm every Wed at Goodall
ronmental issues, will be discussed by Opening tho Doors to C .... tlvlty: A
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church.
Munl.MedI. Worlt.hop Six sessions
John Rensenbrink, member of the
comer of Lebanon and Mairle streets.
designed to help empower you with
party's national board and professor of
Sanford.
the essence of your unique creativity.
govammenl at Bowdoin College. and
LoablanSunrivors' Sh.tngAten·week,
For people who have never owned
by state Green Party advocate Nancy
co-facilitated support group for Les·
thelr creativity, want to reclaim it. or
Allen. Free. Sep 24. 7:30 pm. Muskia
bian survivors of childhood sexual
who CHIn n but want to enhance it. The
Archives, Bates College, Lewiston. 786abuselincest who are interested In
experiences are process-orienled. No
6330.
learning. healing and growing in a safe.
previous art training or "talent" neces"1110 Futu... of South
a debate
confidential, collective atmospl)ere.
sary. Beginning Fri mornings Sep 21between Jacobus Hercules van dar
Suggested foo per session is $35.
Oct 26.9 am·12 noon, and Tue eves
Merwe, a founding member of the
HCHlover. aslidingfoosca!e is available
Oct 3O.()ec 4, 6:30·9:30 pm. Cost:
consetVative Party. and a representa·
upon request. Group meetings will be
$ISO - includes all materials. 247
tive of Inkatha Party, will be presented
held in Portland during evening hoIn
Blanchard Rd, Currber1and. For more
by the WOIfd Affairs Council of Maine.
at Womenspace COlXlSOling Center.
infonnation call 829·57SO.
SS public. W/oC. members and USM
FormoreinformationcallVlVlanWadas
community free. 7:30-9 pm. Sep 24, at Th. Regul.tory Framoworlt Relevent
at 871-0377.
to Managing Casco Bay Friends of
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium,
Outright Portland alliance 01 gay. lesCasco Bay and the Greater Portland
USM, Portland. For more information.
bian. bisexual and questioning youth
Council of Governments are present·
cal 780-4551.
offers support and Information for
ing a series at seminars on The ManIn Tracu of tho Buddh. A 5-wook
young people ages 22 and under in a
agement of Casco Bay on the fourth
COI.B9 in Buddhist thought and medi·
safe environment. Write: OUTRIGHT.
Wednesday at the month at SMTC.
tation practice. Tue eves. begiming
PO Box S028. Station A, Portland.
Tonight'sseminarincludesaprasenlaSep25. 7pm, in yarmouth. Costis$35.
0410/, or call 774·HELP.
tion by Alison Riesner. director of the
For more Infonnation. call Carroll Dunn
Young.r WldowsIWldow.rs Support
Marine Law Institute and assistant
after 6 pm at 846~764 .
Group Men and women SO years of age
professor at University of Maine Law
Journal K. .plng Workshop taught by
or younger who have been widowed
School on "Local, State and Federal
Alfred DePew from 2-4 pm on SUnday
within the last 3 years are invited to
Regulations Relevent to Regional
aftemoonsat Books, Etc, 38 Exchange
attend a support group to help and
Mangemenl of Casco Bay." The preSt, Portland. beginning Ssp 23. This
encourage each other through the
sentations win be followed by discusworkshop Is designed for those curnormal grief process. There will be a
sion. The series is open to interested
rently keeping a journal and those who
small donation. though no one will be
citiz_. fishermen. business people.
wish to stet1 one. Many writing tech·
hmed away for inability to pay. Eight
commurlity
officials
and
environmental
niques will be discussed. Including
meetings will be held in yarmouth on
mangers. The seminar is Sep 26. 7-9
problem solving, froo writing. Imaging
Thu 9IIes beginning Sap 20. For more
pm in the Machine Tool Tectvlology
and the inclusion of dialogue. Pre-reg·
infonnation call 846·5285t9480.
istration r~ired. $80 for members,
$100 nonmembers. SendtoMWPA. 19
Mason St. Bru:lswick. 04011. For more
Infonnation call 729-6333.
JWIII IIomlnar: Symbotl of tho Un_ c ' - s . Anayslsand nterpretation
• "Tracking Jung's 'Transcendent
function' : Two Poems." The Reverend
Sheldon Christian. poet. Sep 25 at 4
pm. FacUlyRoom, Massachusetts Hall.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick.
Lectu ...: "A Wom.n Should be Buoy
with Her Noodl ••• presented by USM
Women's Studies Program. will feature
Barbara Yoke of King Alfred's College.
Winchester. England. discolr.;jng on
Anglo Saxon attitudes toward women
offers certification in adu~, child and
in the ea1y Midde Ages. 4 pm, Sap 26, Forolgn Exchange DIsoover the culture
infant CPR skills (8 hours). 8:30 am-5
Room B, USM's Portland Campus
and customs of another country. Share
pm, Sep 24 & Oct 22; or 6 pm-l0 pm.
Center. 780-4289 for more informa·
your home. family and cUlure with a
Nov 16 & 23. Portland Chapter. 524
tion.
loreign student. For more infonnation.
Forest Ave. Portland. 874·1192.
Lectu...: E...10 Shottloworth. director
call Dana Oliveira at EF Foundation. Community H •• lth S.rvlc •• will
of the Maine Historic Preservation
One Memorial Drive. Cambridge. MA.
sponsor an Adult Health Screening for
Commission. will narrate a slide lecture
1-800-447-4273 or (617) 854-3450.
Diabetes. Anemia. CoIorectai Cancer.
that will trace the development of the M.ln. H.ed l'1Iury Foundation will
High Blood Pressure and Cholesterol
tourist industry In Maine and explore
sponsor a Walk-a-thon around Back
level. Two or more tests per person
the fanc~uI architecture seen around
Cove in Portland. The walk will begin at
areavailable. time permitting. Donation.
the state. Sponsored by the Freeport
1:30 pm. SUpport can be shown by
Screenings win be held at the following
Historical Society on Sap 26 at 7:30 pm
walking. making a donation or assist·
times and places: Ssp 24. 1-3 pm at
at the So. Freeport Church. S. Freeport.
ing at the various rest stops along the
Scarborough Town Hall: Sap 26. 9:30·
865-3170.
walk. Four prizes will be awarded to the
11 :30 am. St. Ame·sChurch. Gorham.

HELP

AfrIca.·

OFF THE WELL
CLOCK ~~~ROOC_
walkers who collect the most pledges.
For mora information or to obtain a
pledge form, call 62G"()()22 or 7994013.

For more information. caR 775-7231
ext. 551 or 1-800-643-4331 .
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ANOTHER
FIRST!
by Frank Gaziano

Yes, something new is here
from Budweiser. And, if the
label turns your head..- Walt
untll you taste it.. .New Bud
DryI1be most points ever scored
by one player in any
high school basketball game history
were 156...That alltime record was set
in a girls basketball
game by Marie Boyd
of Central High
School
in
Lonaconing, MD, in
1924 ...The boy's high
school record was set
by Danny Heater of
Burnsville, W. VA, when he
scored 135 points in a game in
1960. Bud Dry is the First beer
cold illtered for smooth draft
taste and dry brewed fo.. no
aftertaste. Which man has won
the Most Valuable Player Award

ofthe National Basketball Association
the
most
times? .. Answer is Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar... He·s won it 6
times. Ifyou are looldngfor
smooth taste
with
no
aftertaste •..Try
Bud Dry! Here's
one that might
surprise you ... Of
all the men
who've
ever
played big league
baseball, which
one played in the
most
total
games? .. Answer
is Carl Yastrernzski ... By playing in 119 games in 1983,
Yastremzski raised his total of
major league games played to
3,308--and no one in history
has ever topped that. Beer· A
good part of tile good life!

"PEAK TO PEAK"
MAINE ALPINE
RUNNING RACES

RECORDS
TAPES
CDs

NEW

&

USED

................... P011larld

A Full Service Kite Store

Fur AU Ye Mighty Wind Related Nee<ls

Kites for the Whole Family from novice to expert
DELTAS. DIAMONDS. PARAFOILS DRAGONS.
BOX. S11.JNTERS
DESIGNER WIND SOCKS. WIND TOYS
ASK about 0'" FREE USSOIlS
3 Wharf Street Portland ME 04101 871·0035
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Gzsro &y ¥kelly

NO TIME
FOR THE BEACH?

Continued from ptlJIe 17

WELL

TANNING SPECIAL

TEN 1/2 HOUR VISITS

NESS

ONLY $55.00
(reg. '75.00)

Fitness, Recreation, and Rehabililaiion

Your Health
Deserves
Prime Time!
We have an a~tivity that's
convement for you.
Walk/Jog/ A erobics • Senio r F itnpss
H eartline • Choleste r o l Scr eenings
Bodyshop • Love Your Back · T'ai Chi
Aquatic Fitness. Massage
Smoking Cessatio n •

VI

and much more . . .

T'.

Call 780-4170 for more information and free brochures.

o University of Southern Maine

I

WITH THIS AD, $1_00 OFF ADULT ADMISSION TO DESERT-,

I

I

:Jj
I
I
I
I

II

.

Come to Freeport, and Visit. -Desert of Maine
:-t.IIalne's Famous Natural Phenomenon

Giant Sand Dunes • Narrated Coach Tours' Nature Trails' Sand Artist
1783 Bam • World's Largest Sand Painting' Gift Shop' Store

Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 • Desert Rd .• Dept. V • Freeport 04032
Open May 10th - October 10th Tel. (207) 865-6962

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L'.m.t. 0 neCoupon

Community H •• lth S.rvlc •• will
sponsor a well-chiid clinic for children
ages newborn-6 . Comprehensive
physical examinations, screenings,lab
work and immunizations are provided.
Sliding fee scale. Clinics will be held aI
the following times and places: Sap 25,
9-11 :30 am, CascoViliagechurch, Main
St; Sap 26, 9-2:30 am, WestbrookWarren Congregalional Church, 810
Main St. For ITlOfl! information, call
775-7231 or 1-800~-4331 .
Free Lyeng.r Yop Claa. to invigoolte
and relax you. W~elhusband tearn of
Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy will
offer classes at Portland Yoga Studio,
616 Congress St, Portland. Fall sessions will begin on Sap 18 and 21. Cost
of 13-week sessions: $104 . Costof10week sessions (Fridays): $8O.f'orlTlOfl!
information, call 797-5684.
Nature W.lks Unlimited offers "Encountering Oneself in Nature": indvidual sessions, night walk series and
special environment workshops. C0sponsored ~ Dinnell & Halt. For ITlOfl!
information call 774-2441 .
New
Chi
and fall yoga
classes for all levels, pre-natal yoga
and a new therapeutic class offered aI
The Yoga Center, PO Box 1243, Portland. For more Infonnalion cal 7994449.
Portland Yop Stuclooffers · Yoga and
Scoliosis." a worI<shopthatwill explore
the 1herapIlUI1c value of yoga postures
that have proven helpful to other yoga
studentswhohavescoliosis. Class size
limited to Insure individual attention.
For ITlOfl! information, call 797-5684.
Stretc:h .nd A..... Yoga 8-week fall
session lUIS through Nov 8. Classes
available Tue 7:30-9 pm and Thu 5:307 pm. $70 for 8 weeks ($35 deposi1),
single classes $10. Space limited;
please register In advance. Crystal
Springs Farm, Dayton (near Saco).
Women'. Therapy Group focused on
exploring culturing roles, co-dependency and adlAt-child Issues will be
meeting on Mons from 6-7:30 pm.
Tentative starting date is Sap 24. For
ITlOfl! Information, call J_ McCarty at
775-2233 or Diane Paige at 828~26.

:
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OUT

FOR

SIDE

KIDS

c:.co BIIy Blc:ycllng Club is hosting a
regular Wednesday evening ride on the
back roads of Freeport and yarmouth
al5:30 pm. Cyclists meet aI theFreeport
Pharmacy, Mechanic St in Freeport.
Some Saturday rides coming up also.
Charley aI
For more information,
865-3636 .
Th. Caco Bay Blcycl. Club has the
following rides scheduled: Sap 22-23,
NorttvSouth Berwick area, for info call
UzVezeauat 646-5396; Sap 29, 8 am,
Second Annual Bear Notch Ride, meet
at Gorham Shop 'N Save to car
for info call Mike Morrison at 772-8465;
Sap 30, 9 am, Windhamarea (35 miles),
meet at Shaw's in N. Windham, for
informalion call Bob Murray aI 8922029.
Maine Audubon Soc:I.ty offers an allday excursion, ~ van, to the beaches
of Wells, Ogunquit and Laudholm Farm
on Sap 22 at9 am. Alice and Joe Kelly,
a husband and wife team from UMO,
will share fascinating stories about the
complex series of geological events
which formed the Maine Coast. Trip
finishes at 4:30 pm and costs $28 for
members, $34 for non-rnembers. For
more information, call 781-2330.
Maine Wom.n Outdoors Hiking and
bicydngday trips are opentoall women
18 and older: Baldplate Mountain Day
Hike, Sep 23; canoeing on the
Haraseeket River, Freeport, Sap 30.
For more information, write Maine
Women Outdoors, RR /13 Box 343,
Augusta, 04330 or call 547 -3919 .
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycing,
hiking, camping, canoeing and other
trips sponsored ~ the Casco Bay Bicycle Club and the Mai:le Outdoor NJventure Club. Gall 774-1118.
Pizza Ald. 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and maIShes of Cape Elizabeth
and ScarborOUgh with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 5:30 pm aI
Pat's Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill in
Scarborough. For more information,
cal 799-1085.
Secreta of the For. .t Maine Audubon
Society trained naturalist guides will
infroduce school groups and o1hers to
forest and wildl~e ecology during the 1
1/2-hour walks Tue's through Fri's aI
the sanctuary. Reservations are required. lt8 U.S. Rle 1, Falmouth. For
information, contact Carol LeMere aI
781-2330.

can

Pool,

Sports Quotes of
the Week
..Sometimes it seems
that the big league baseball
season goes on forever and
makes everything else sort of
stand still. Carlton Fisk, a 42years' -young wonder for the
Chicago White Sox, started his
career on a team which had a
penchant for giving away
pennants. last weekend he
offered some of his Windy
City philosophy: "A baseball
season is a long, grinding
enterprise. You can get by on
luck for a while.You can get
by on talent and luck for a
while. The time always comes,
however, when mere talent
and a dose of luck no longer
suffice. This game will devour
anyone who loses his concentration." Who has better
concentration, a red sox or a
blue jay? Stay tuned but don't
bet the ranch. Don't even bet
your allowance, kids.
--I can speak from
experience. When I pullout
my wallet, two things happen:
no money is ever found, and
people run for cover to avoid
all the boring family photos.
Such was not the case at
the United States Tennis
Center in Flushing, NY, where
Mill Macatee worked as the
host for the USA Network's
cable TV coverage of the
recently completed US Open .
Macatee's wife is India Allen,
Playboy Magazine's Playmate
of the Year for 1988. So when
Macatee reached for the
pictures in his wallet during
the tennis tournament it
caused quite a stir. Bill
blushed, 'They just want to
see the ones without me in
them."

MiU Quilln

The Monday Night Pigskin Blues:

I

I
I

Per Pe r s o n - - - - - CBWJ
-

Pro football sucks. It's seductive and addictive. Watching from
September through January is responSible for more total wasted
hours than most world wars. Am I part of the solution? Hell no,
unfortunately_Last Monday night I reported for duty down at York
Street's "Sports Attraction," Maine's ultimate sports bar, approximately five

feet away from the giant screen, firmly convinced that

my attendance actually had an impact on the games. The saddest
part of this affair is that I really wasn't rooting for either of the
participants. San Francisco won the last two Super Bowls and New
Orleans hosts the Mardi Gras Wf?r'j year. That's all the "connection" I needed. That's all anyone needs.
The odds are 2-1 that even blind men between 18 and death
watch Monday Night Football using a remote Braille unit. Is it the
hype? Is it the beer? Is it the atmosphere? Whatever it is, since 1%9
when this Monday Thing was born from the brain of ABC sports
mogul Roone Arledge, milli ons of otherwise mature American
males are rendered useless between 9 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. It's a
glorious feeling to wake up exhausted on Tuesday and be able to
recount the play-by-play of a game that makes no difference to the
Free World or to the comer market.
Mercifully, Howard Cosell is gone, but the curse of Monday

DROP ME ALINE. .
PROGRESSIVE CARDS. GIFTS + WRAP
'44 HIGH ST•• PORTLAND

773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

Night Football lives on. Like the old Friday Night Fights and the
Saturday Night Movie, this Monday Monster is going to be around
for awhile.
An addict can easily diagnose his problem. He just can't stop
it, Save my stool down at the Sports Attraction for next Monday
night. If I don't get to suck up 31/2 hours of the dream match-up
between the Buffalo Bills and the New York Jets, I just might die.

Mike Quinn

SPORT
o....tHuakyBike .nd Boat Adventur.
Benefit USM Athletic Association is
sponsoring a 45-mile cycling tour from
Gorham to Bailey's Island, followed by
a two-hour cruise on Casco Bay, concluding with a lobster bake after the
return trip to Gorham. This day-long
event begins at 7 :30 am on the USM
Gorham Campus. Registration is $25,
with an additional minimum pledge of
$200 in support pledges. This event
benefits the athletic dept aI USM. For
more Information, call 760-5434.
Three 0110ur • ....k to Peak Maine
Alpine Running- races remain to be
run: Sugarloaf/USA on Sep 23 ,
Shawnee Peak In Bridgton on Sap 30,
and Sunday River in Bethel on October
6. For more infonnalion, ca11784-1561 .

Art Aft_chool .t the Portland MuMUm 01 Art beginsSap 22. Presented
In conjunction with "The Boat Show:
Fantastic Vessels, Foctional Voyages,·
this 8-week series is titled ·Voyage of
Expklfation." R9COmmended for children In grades 2-7, the class will explore
a variety of art and craft techniques
related to boats in art and mythology in
cU1ures far and near. Classes will be
held Saturdays from Sap 22 through
NcN 10 from 10:30 am-12:30 pm. The
series cost is $86 for rruselIT1 members
and $1 08 for non-members; individual
classes are $12 for members, $15 for
non-rnembers (fee includes supplies
and mUS8U1l admission). Preregistration and prepayment are required. To
register, cal theeducationdept al7756148.
Arch.ngel Art School: Chlldr.n'.
Exhibit Portland Public Library offers
an exhibit by children in Portland's
Soviet Sister City through Oct 30.
Special public program 7 pm on Oct 2
in the Rines Meeting Room; information about Archangel and Sister City
program presented. Ubraly hours: Mon,
Wed, Fri 9-6; Tue, Thunoon-9; Sal 9-5.
For more information, call 871-1700 or
871-1710.
Autumn ColllIII. The Children's Resource Centeroffers •Autumn Collage"
for children ages 3-5, on Sap 24, 25 &
26 at 10:30 am and again at 1 pm. Cost:
$1 per child . Thompson's Point,
Building 1A. Portland. R9sefVationsare
necessary;to make them call 773-3054.
Children'. Rnourc. Cent ... offers Art
Fun sessions for 3- to 5-year-olds on
Tue's, Wed's and Thu's. Sessions foCUS on a crealive activity and cost $t
per child. Children must be accomparied ~ an adult and l'9S9fVations are
necessary. Activities for 6-to t2-yearaids are also scheduled. Cost varies
acoording to activity. Call 773-3045 for
ITlOfl! information.
0 - Magic: children's creative movement. beginning ballet and jazz dance
for 4-14-year-oIds. For fall registration
and information contact the following :
Cumberland Community Services at
829-2208, Portland School of Ballet at
772-967t , Yarmouth Community Services at 846-9680, or Casco Bay
Movers at 671 -t 0 13.
Flick. for K1c1a Portland Public Ubrary
(871-1700): Sat, 10:30 am; Riverton
Branch (797-2915): Thu, 1 pm.
M . . k-M.klng
Workahop The
Children's Workshop Center presents
a mask-making workshop for ages 613 starting Sap 22 from 10-11 :30 am.
Certified art teacher Judy Faust will
show slides on different clAtures and
classes will create their own masks
from recyclables, paper mache and
paint. Class runs 5 weeks and costs
$40 (malerialsincluded). The Children's
Resource Center, Thompson Point Rd,
Portland. Call 879-0922 to register.
Portl.nd Aecreatlon'. ~.SWlm
Club announces trYouts for new
members for the 1990-91 winfer season. Children age 6 and up wtth a
minimum swinming skiU level (able to
swim one length of the pool using the
crawl with rotary beating) are encouraged to attend with their parents.
Children will need slit and towel. Sap
26 aI Reiche Pool, 4:30-5:30 pm; Sap
27 from 4-5 pm, Sap 28 from 6:3()'7:3O
pm & Oct 6 from 3-4 pm, all at Riverton
Pool. If you cannot attend during these
times and dates, please call Phil Baker
at 874-8456 or -6793.
Start. . for KIcIa Portland Public Ubrary
(871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri, 10:30
am; Riverton Branch Ubraly (797 -2915):
Fri, 10:30am; Prince Memorial Library,
Cumbertand (829-22t5): Wed, 10:30
am (2-3 year oIds); Thu, t 0:30 am (3-5
yearolds).

USM Children'. Ch0ru8 Seeks Young
Singers, ages 8-13. Membership is
gained through audition or ~ recommendation ~ a school music teacher.
Rehearsals are held Mon eves from
5:45-7:15 In Corthell ConCert Hall on
the Gorham campus. Each fal and
spring semesterwiK culminate in a performance. For more information or auditions, contact Dr. Betty AttBfbury aI
780-5274 or the Concert Manager at
780-5256 .
Young Peopl.'. Cent... for the Per10mlng Alta A unique ballet- piustheater experience for children. Ballet
ages 7-16, pre-ballet ages4-6. Creative
modem dance, ages 6-9 and 10-14.
WorI<shops: musical comedy, scenic
design, lighting, costume deslgl and
Jazz dance. To register and for ITlOfl!
Infonnalion, call Barbara GoeIrnan aI
766-2857.

ETC

Advertlalng Club of Great., Portland
KIck-Off p.ty for the New NJ Club
Year with pre-season video highlights
of past Brodersons. Sap 24, 5:3()'9:3O
pm, Sable's at the Portland Marriott, S.
Portland. Cost: $10 members, $15
guests. Resetvations must be made by
Sap 20. Contact Services Four at 7992599. Unused reservations wi! be biled.
Members and guests who do not make
reservalions will be asked to pay an
additional $5 at the door.
Arr..t Your eo.. or yOU' best friend on
Sap26-27. Support the Marchof Dimes
Birth Defects Foundation annual Jail
and Bail at One City Center, Portland.
Prisoners are sentenced to one hour in
jail to raise money to fight birth defects.
Arrest pledge is $25. To jail a friend, call
871-0660 .
Auction to Benem Peopl. Uvlng With
AIDS The Woodfords Congregational
Church hosts an auction of donated
valuables ~ 28+ contributors and 50+
goods and seMces ~variouscompa
nies. Auction begins Sap 22 at 7:30
p .m. at 202 Woodfords St., Portland.
For ITlOfl! information, cal 774-6877
ext. 78
Balanc:lng Th. Energ"': Th. EqulnOli .nd Moving Tow.rd Dr••m
TIm. Weekend retreat Sap 22-23 at
Crystal Spring Farm, Biddeford. Cost
is$150. For more information, call 499-

7040.
Cac:o BIIy laland Tranalt Dlatrtc:t A
regular monthly meeting of the board
of Directors will take place on Sap 2t aI
8 am in the Conference Room of the
Casco Bay Ferry tenninal. The public is
invited to attend. 774-7871.
Cathedral H.II, cathedral church of St.
Luke, 143 State St, Portland. "cathedral Offerings: No Exhibit of Artwork to
Benefit the Rose W.,dow· - 50 percent
of proceeds to the Rose Window
Restoration Fund, 50 percent to the
contributing artist. Sap 21-30, opening
reception Sap 2t from 5-7 pm. Hours:
12 noon-5 pm daily, including weekends. 878-2276.
Celebrat. the Fall 01 E_tem Europ.
Maine Mall is hosting a variety of cultural events from Eastem Europe
through Sap 23. The campaign will
serve as an opportunity for people in
the Greater Portland area to experience some of the clAture of the East
Bloccounfries. On Sap 20 at 11 amand
1 pm,andSap21 al3pmand7pm,the
Mall presents the Judith Heiken Puppets, a presentalion of the Russian
fairy tale "Peter and the Wolf,· and the
German fairY tale " Musicians of
Bremen." Maine Mall, So. Portland.
Times subject to change; please check
with mall Information office at 7740303.
Clean Up the Coat Day Volunfeers will
meet as part of a natio. .-wide effort to
clean our coastlines. The Casco Bay
Greens wiU be cleaning up debris on
the Back Cove and the East End Beach
Sap 29. For ITlOfl! information, call Neil
Taliento at 679-6710. MOAC invttes
you to join in Sap 29 at 10 am at the
Eastem PromICongress St monument.
Picnic and kite flying afterwards. call
775-3697. Sap 29 , 9 am at the Wells
Nalional Estuarine Research Reserve,
Laudholm Farm Rd, Walls. Bring a pic.
nic lunch; beverage is provided. Call
646-1555.

Common Ground Country Fair 12
Soviet citizens will participate il the
Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association ' s Common Ground
CountrY Fair all three days, Sap 21-23.
The Fair is looking for teen volunteers
to be "buddies- who wil team up with
each individual. Buddieswillspendtime
together exploring the fairgrounds,
staffing the booth, talking with other
fairgoers and exchanging information
about their inferests. Volunteers who
spaak Russian will be especially helpful this year. Arrojone inferested in volunteering, teen, Russian-speaking or
other, should contact the Common
Ground Fair at 623-51t5.
Country Auc:tlonIHarwat Featlval The
Maine Historical Society will hold its
annual event on Sap 22 from 10 am-3
pm. Auctioneer Bruce Buxton and his
staff will offer appraisals from 10 amnoon. The live auc:lion wMl be conducted
from 1-3 pm. St. Mary the Virgin Church
in Falmouth. For ITlOfl! information orto
donate an item, call 774-1822.
Enriched Golden Age Club invites men
and women 60 and over to Eleanor
Yelxa, advice on health & money, Sap
26. Cost is $1 .50. Reservations must
be made In advance bf calling the
Salvalion Ivrrroj at 774-6974 .
F.n CoIIeg. F8Ir Representalives of
morethan200coIlegesanduniversi1ies
will be in Portland next week for the
annual Fall College Fair at U.S.M. The
fair is held to give ooIlege-bound students and their families a chance to
learn more about instiMions of higher
education throughout the Northeast
and other parts of the country. Sap 25,
7-9 pm, and Sap 26, 9 am-12 noon, in
USM'sPortlandGymnasium, Falmouth
St, Portland. For more informalion, call
760-4970.
Int.....ted In Nural ng7The Maine State
Nursing AssOCiation, University of
Southam Maine School of Nursing and
the Exploring Program of the Pine Tree
Council have joined forces to help men
and women ages t4-2O explore nursing as a life-time career. The Nursing
Explorer Post Program is designed to
put young people in touch with doctors,
nurses and hospital staff. Interested
teenagers and their parents are invited
to attend the First Nighter to find out
what tt 'sail about. Sap 20, 7 pm, Maine
Medical Cenfer Auditorium. For more
information, call 780-4130 (ask for
Debbie); or797 -5252, Exploring Office.
Th. Ught.hlp '12 N.ntuck.t, an inthe-water dockside maritime museum
and National Historic Landmat1<- and
Coast Guard-designaled "Attraction
Vessel, " offers guided tour.; on board,
Sat's from 10 am-4 pm & Sun's 12
noon-4 pm. Adults $3, seniors and
children $1 .50. Groups by appointment.
For those interested in membership,
orientation meetings will be held on
board ship Sap 27 aI 7 pm. Maine
Wharf, Portland (near Casco Bay Ferry
Tenninal). For more information call
775-1t81.
BeaahoreTroileyMuaeumRidesonand
tours of authentically restored treleys.
World's oldest and largest collection.
Adults $5.50, Sr. citizensS4.50, children
6-16 $3.50, under 6 free. Log Cabin
Rd, Kennebunkport, Maine. For ITlOfl!
information, call 967-2712.
Soc:I8I Group for Slngl. People ages
35-55 Sight seeing, camping, bowling,
dancing, trips, etc. For more information, call 856-1174 between 5-6 pm.
Soc:Ially AHponalble Comput... Un
CPSRIMaine, a chapter of a nalional
organization 01 computer professiona1sandotherswhosharetheirconcems
about the socially responsible use of
~ers, wi" meet on Sap 24 at 5:30
pm in Room 340 at PRVTC, 196 Allen
Ave, Portland. 766-2959.
"W8Ik for U1., - sponsored by the Maine
Right to Lne Committee. The walk win
be held rain or shine on Sap 23 in
Waterville at 1:30 pm. The route will
begin and endaiWaiervile High School.
Pledge sheets for the MRLC and 11
other organizations offering support
services for pregnant women can be
obtained by calling 622-2837, or in
PorUand 871-1627 .
WomenVeteran.and~""".,.

Women are invited by Waves National
to attend a buffet luncheon/meeting of
their Seacoast Unit. 11 am, Sap 22, by
reservation only. Chief's Club at the
Portsmouth Naval Yard, Portsmouth,
NH. Mail $1 0 check made out to "Saacoast Unit" to M. Shaheen, 6 Cutts Rd,
Site 89, Kittery, Maine 03904.

Tracy
Johnson
August 15 - September 30

1990

44 Exchange Street, Pordand, ME 04101 772-4880

Includes cut
reg. $55 • long hair extra

CJ!Ie

QJTfIi\G

ASK FOR MIA
expires 10.31.90

1 ____ -

38 Market St., Portland
773-4050
In The Old Port,
across from the Regency
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Station of the Year
Best Same-day Newscast
Best Election Coverage
Best Spons Special
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learning
DRAWING: Learning to see Mon. or
Wed. eve classes. Beg. Sept. 24 for
10 weeks. $250 tuiton. Brochure : K.
Boldt. 19 Birch Knolls. Cape Elizbeth. ME 04107/Call 799-5728.
New! Judy Faust·s Young at Art classes. afterschool in your neighborhood. Oct: mask-making from castoffs and paper macM. Nov: clay
sculpture. Call 879-0922.

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775.6601.

BAllROOM DANONG

Experience the romance of
partner dancing. Gasses for
beginners start September 26.
Call Wayne 775-1892.

personals
30s SWM. allracbve. 2 yr. degree.
romantic. Interests funny movies. the
beach. dancing. sports. Seeks energetic. attractive. family oriented SWF
25+. Photo appreciated. Reply PO
Box 204. Hallowell. ME 04347.
BiF. early 2Os. interested in meeting
women. Living in delightful rural setting that I would love to share. WorKing in education. playing in the arts.
kayaking and mountain biking.
Committed to creativity. growing up
and having fun. Please write. CBW
Box 384.
Bisexual married woman wishing on
the wind for a woman of my own
hean. Write warm words to me at PO
Box 4417. Sta. A. Portland. ME
04101.
DWM 28. shy looking for SlDWF 2732 interested in spending life with
someone and interested in a long
term relationship with the possibility
of marriage. Those here today. gone
tomorrow need not reply. CBW Box
374. TPL 22246

"

I

j

!'

DWM 36 non-smoker. 5'8" 170 Ibs.
no kids and not unattractive would
like to meet SlDWF 25-32 nonsmoker who likes biking. hiking.
skiing. camping. walks on the beach.
sunsets and dancing. I like to get a
workout in anything I do. I also like to
work around the house. I'm not into
head games or the bar scene. I live
in the Greater Portland area. Please
send leller/photo to PO Box 123.
South Windham. ME 04082.
Would enjoy meeting single (by
whatever method) female in 30-40
range. Prefer someone "from away"
or who isn't afraid to travel out of
Maine. in both person and thought.
Education not a must. open-minded
and dry sense of humor preferred. If
you like to eat. talk. exercise. smile.
go to movies. take one-day excursions to places and not afraid of
spontaniety. I'm 37. Please write with
number if inbigued. CBW Box 381 .
TPL2224O.

PERSONAL
OF THE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal
SWM 30 TV Commercial ProducerJDlrector desires
SWF 25-35 to set his sights on the Electronic
Viewfinder of life. If you are a cut above the best,
lookin' good today. not jolly but happy. built for
the human race and want to bungle in the jungle,
then this Bud's for you.
Send storyboards to CBW Box 378.

Desperately seeking friendy (&
stunning) blonde at Green Mountain
Coffee Friday afternoon, September
7. Can we resume our discussion of
the art? I'm not sure I've found all the
figures in the background: the figure
In the foreground was too distracting.
Still considering spending $16OO?
Lunch? Dinner? PO Box 7938.
PorUand 04102.
GWF 26 looking for GWF for
friendship or maybe more. I love
animals. the beach and dancing. I'm
honest and very easy to get along
with. I'm small built and looking for
someone who wants to have fun or
just sit around and watch movies. If
this sounds good. write me. CBW
Box 379.
well-built.
intelligent
Handsome.
GWM. 40 years old. beautiful rural
setting 45 miles west of Portland.
First ad in August yielded several
nice people. but physical attraction is
a necessary part of a full and committed relationship I seek. Want to
share the joys of counlJy living whi Ie
helping each other reach some
serious goals in life. Write: Occupant.
PO Box 538. Kezar Falls. 04047.

Gay Matching!
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If you aren't looking for a surrogate
father. bitter divorcee or professional
workaholic - read on! I am an intelattractive. unencumbered
ligent.
SWM 37 with warmth. wit. counlJy
sense and city smarts seeking intelconfident
woman
for
ligent.
friendship or relationship. Enjoy the
arts. movies. hiking. cining out.
traveling and nature. Prefer bim. attractive SWF 24-38 with sense of
adventure and humor who is independen~ confident and maybe a little
crazy. Brunswick or south . Photo appreciated and promptly retumed.
P.O. Box 1748. Saco. ME 04072.
Lost SWF. 2040. 115-145. 5'3"-5'6"
tall. Must like to enjoy yourself and
have fun. SWM 41. 5'6". 167 Ibs.
brown hair and blue eyes. PO Box
15324. Portland. ME 04101 .
Quality M professional. fiL very outdoors oriented. looking for sincere.
down-to-earth M for weekend adventures up north. Hiking. CfOss-counlJy
skiing. camping. non-smoker. Companionship now. maybe more later.
CBWBox385.
Traveling companion SWM 25 seeks
young. allradive and adventurous
female to venture to Dunedin. New
Zealand with me. Musl be uninhibited and enjoy skiing, hiking. fly
fishing and be wUling to stay for a
year. If interested or intrigued. please
write. CBW Box 386.

SWF. 28. easy going. seeks honest.
sensitive. SM for friendship. possible
relationship. I enjoy hiking. canoeing.
camping and walks on the beach. If
you want to know more. please write.
CBW Box 382.

D1;!~:e!!!:s~~2v~E
24 Hour Service

d 1..900 ..988..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
<;> 1.. 900.. 226 .. 2007
(j 1..900..988 ..3136
t§) 1..900.. 226 ..2004
'tl;> 1..900.. 226.. 2006
(j 1.. 900.. 988..3137
<;> 1.. 900 .. 226 ..2005
(j 1..900..988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!-FREE!FREE!FREE!

Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 per min. (3 min. minimum)

Free airline ticket to Chicago leaving
Portland Wed .• Sop. 26 at 4:35 pm.
772-5606.

Portiand's Pottery Studio 132 continues adult handbuilding and throwing
classes. a tile decoration and illustration class. and equipped studio rental. Come join the fun. 772-4334.

When you go to a Fair. take your
camera to the Pulling Ring. last year
animals were severely whipped and
jabbed with nails attached to goadsticks
resulting in cruelty complaints by State
Humane Agents.
This year a $500 REWARD is offered
for evi<lence leading tD a conviction for
drugging or abusing animals in pulling
contests .
For information. contact:
M.lne Anlm81 C08IItIon.

Pottery Lesoons for beginner adults.
Mon or Thur: 6:30-9:30. Small classes for individual attention. Call after
4 pm for more info. Starts end of
Sopt. 767-3422.

FAIR REWARD

P.O. Box 17643

To my crew. The stresses on our
wooden ship of life worK to puu it
apan yet still bind it together. Let's
sail on and explore the coast of life.
Attractive. willowy. professional SWF
35 seeks gentle. secure. attractive.
SWM with civerse interesls emotional depth and curiosity ~t life.
Portland to Portsmouth. Photo appreciated. CBW Box 383.

MONEY IN OUR LIVES
Exploring limiting attitudes/beliefs, disrussing peniOnal money issues,
debunking money myths, and changing relationships to money.
Osss meets weekly for six weeks, beginning October in Falmouth.

797-0466

Moving Sale September 22-23. Sal.
10 am-4 pm. Sun 10 am-2 pm. 18 Atlantic St.. Portland. Fumiture. skiS.
camping gear. clothes. weight bench.
etc .. .
Soa Kayak. Skerray. (British. newest
V.C.P. model) 6 months old. 17'
fiberglass. Retractable skeg. Deck
pump with never used sprayskirt.
Beautiful boat $1450. 767-7135.
Leave message.

1980 VW Vanagon. 83K Mi. 4-spd.
manual. air cooled engine. good
condition. $1750 or best oHer. 20764&-3846.
1984 Ford Escort. 4 dr. automatic.
AC/cass.. 84k. new sticker. Good
condition. very dependable. Ideal for
student. $1300 or blo. Call Susan at
84&-1201.
82 Pontiac Pheonix. 6 cyl auto. no
rust. runs greaL AMlFM. cruise. tilt
steering wheel. good tread. 89000
miles. $1000 or best offer. Call 87970381770-3738.
VW Vanagon 1980. with camper insert. double bed. storage. double
battery system. numerous accessories. 92.000 miles. only 16.000 on
rebuilt engine. Excellent bodyworK.
reliable. $3250 080. 797-9804.

YOUR JUNK COULD BE
SOMEONE ELSE'S
TREASURE

business oppts.
Bad credit? Leam exactly how to fix
your credit report. Get loans. credit
cards. etc. Amazing recorded message reveals details. (617) 6957310. call 24-hours a day.

advertise it in

Experiences T-shirt screen printer for
consultation and part-time help. Call
Ted at 799-7155.
Mothers and others. Do you suffer
from the 3Os? Diapers. debts and
depression. Choose your work days.
Set your own hours. Great bonus
available for starting now. Car and
phone required. Call 353-9690 between 9 am and 2 pm . Leave message. P.S. You'lIlove this job.

lost & found
Keys found on Westem Promenade.
If you can identify them. theY're
yours. 774-5275.

caIl 775-6601.

music lessons

WANTED
2S entrepreneurs looking
for the business
opportunity of a lifetime.
Make all the money you wont
and hove the time and freedom
to enjoy It.
WORK FULL OR PART TIME
(207) 773-1418
24-HOUR HOTUNE

Voice Lessons - Classical . Broadway
Musicals and Opera Master of
Student
Rates.
South
Music.
Pordand. 799-9056

1-900-646-4646

College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.

"THE ACCELERATOR"

CLASSICAL GUITARIST

Loan Acceterator
System

·207-773-1133 Studio
·207-761-5870 Home

u.ten to "-'uncle of Voice Ada recorded
by SEX., Men & Women who w . .t to
.....t YOU - CALL US NOWIIt·. fun - _ y
.... Include. VoIcemIIIl for ...... privacy.

biz services

~\lfICHAE.L XATZ
• The Children's Guitar Academy
• Lessons for Adults
• Music for Weddings. Receptions
and All Special Oocasions
• Handmade Classical Guitars
for Sale

t/&~~.

•
•
•
•

Custom sewing. alterations. Enjoy
beautiful clothing and perfect fit
regardless of your size and shape.
Free consultation. reasonable rates.
Call 767-4072

BAR OF SOAP
PUB
LAUNDRY
28 Milk Street

.ubstantlallnterest ..vlng.
.horter loan term
no qualification.
no refinancing co.t.

H
I

$1 Draft
Proprietor
Mark
"Unanned"

Call Mark S. Hider
772-1512

D
E
R

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS?

t1.46Imln. Free Into: l-SOO-927-INFO. Ex,. 5716

M~~.0~

GUITAR
LESSONS

CascoBav

Compatibles

""EEKLY

187 Oark Street, Portland, ME 04102
Attn: Andy Newman, N<:ws Editor

"The Dilting Service Thilt Cilre$"

We're not just another
dating setVice.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free consultation.

DEFIANCE
PERSONAL
PROTECTION SPRAY Instantly. with
one burst in less than one second.
assailant is temporarily blinded and
incapitated. Causes no permanent
damage. Fits into pocket. purse.
glove compartment. Safe. legal. easy
to use. For adult self-defense only!
$15.75. Two year guarantee. Darling
Products Company. 100 Harris
Avenue. Portland. 04103-1531.

employment

Small Grocery seeks energetic.
hard-working employee for cash and
deli. Experience a plus. but will train.
774-8978.

You've seen me on Donahue and U.S.A. Today. As the oldest
dating service in N.E., we have introduced thousands of singles
with caring concern and affordable rates. Why not you?

wheels

"'Ngnt by holistic CPA

Let us write lyrical. lucid and letter-perfect personal and business letters for
you! Speeches, ceremonies and messages to mark spedal occasions, too!

LEITER BY LEITER
1-8O(}.827-8010

THE BOUTON CO.

from punk to jUnk,
from be-bop to hip-hop ...

Professional Painting Contractor

Jeff Weinberger

College Student Specializing in Interior Work

879-7055

\..

772-0208

Competitive Rates

Me~~

__________________________________________________

RATES

All chlrges Ire per week.

Portland
783-1500

Always imitated but 1Iever eIfIUlIed.

Name ____________________________

Category --------Total Number of Weeks ________

City, Zip

Basic Rate _______

Phone (days),_________ (eves) _________+ Extra Words at_e Each _________
CBW Box $5.00/Wk _________
Complete payment must accompany
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
a $10 charge for all retumed checks.

Individual

Up to 30 wonts
$7.00
31-45 wonts
9.00
46-60 wonts
11.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

Auburn

Mdress,__________________________

Free Estimate

rates and fine print

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775·6601

767-1366

<;> 1..900.. 226..2003

I

SM Single. intelligen~ good looking.
34-year-old male with good personality living in Portland seeks 20 to
30-year-old female of same to date.
If interested. write PO Box 76. Ber
Mills. ME 04004.

POTTERY CLASSES Small
wheels and handbuilding. beginning
and intermediate. Tuesday 4:307:30. Wednesday 6:30-9:30. South
Portland. Starts immediately. 10
dasses $185 + $25 lab fee. Call
Abby 767-4394.

Portland . ME 04101 or call 874-2837.

Tall. not petite. attraclive. late 30s
SWF with zest for life seeks forwardlooking soulmate for pursuit of R&R.
Evenings and weekends. Yes. the
usual: swim. bike. hike. sail and ski
but also N.E. road trips. antiquities.
ethnic ruisine. adventures of dey-todey life and possible long-term
romance. Left of center preferred
kids OK. Box 15273. Portland:
04101.

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

~f!ll!lw(r 800·633·6969

,:

SM 42. NIS sensitive. romantic.
stable. caring. Looking for SF who
enjoys nature and adventure. Want
monogamous. long-term relationship
with slim. fun. loving female. who is
honest and easy going. CBW Box ,
380.

stuff for sale

bulletin board

No

Talking Personal Llne_--:C::,:h:,:ar.:a:pl=--_
Check One,..O 100
COST PER WEEK _ _ __
Multiply cost by number
of .Ieb Id .iII run _________

Bring or mall ads with payment to:
Casel Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clal1l Street
Portland, ME 04102
o Check or Money Order Inclosld
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
Card'
or call 775-6601

TOTAL DUE _ _ __
o VISA
0 MlSterClrd
Exp ••111

DEADUNES
Une HI: Mondly 100ft. Display HS: Friell, 5 p.lI.

POUCY
caw willllOt pritt Ids 1I111_k IG lily or sell ..nl semces lor 1II000ey or fOOds. or
Ids willi Pll1Iiy suUlI content. caw will not prillliull IIImes, 1I111e1 Iddresses, or
phone .. mben illli, PERSON TO PERSOII_cliol. PERSON TO PERSON IMrlims
IIUst eitlierpnwidll Post OIlice aOl ..m~er i.IIIeir 14 or lSI the caw IIol SeMI:I.
AN infamllilll collCllllting PERSON TO PERSONnnrlims is kllpl strictly
conlidenlill. caw _11III111e rillIIlG catatorilll, ...ltIseor edil OS .... IG
inapproprilla conlalll. ele.

WHAT IS A WORD?

Awan! is COnsiderail wonl .... II lin I " , UI MIlt .... A,.... llllIIlIer is
... ward. l'uAcluilio. is " ...

ERRORS
caw slllllllOl lie lilble lonny Iypatrap.ialllTlll'I, .missioll. or elllilgel illlIt I~

whidt do 10 IIIed tile nlul or contett of l1li0 or ..bslallilily eIIInge IIIe _Ring.

REFUNDS

Classilied US I ... _lIflIlllllblt. c.-In .1... 1IIIIIIII ..... fllbII error lin ...

~elBrTI_.
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body & soul

real estate
Soel.. AnxIety Group

RF.AIJTY 11fERAPY
certified therapist
personal growth • grief
depression • addictions
Bm-bm-a
774-8149
Loewenberg-Irlalfdy, M.A.

B-w_ lherapy g""'p In PorIIand 10( Soc:iaJ
AnxlelyiPhobia: 1_ 01 5~lng In public,
1_ of Mllng and wr1ting In !rom 01 OIheIs,
loar 01 using public ra&lroom., Wort< will Indude r_allon training and practicing !ear""
behaviof Insupportlve8l1'lirom1en1. Cell Millie
Donahue, LCSW, 773-53780(~152.

NEW ONGOING THERAPY GROUP fotming now
Are you tired of sitting iU'ld talking? Do you want • therapy which is dynamic iU'ld
powerful? An approach which addresses all of you - mind • body. spirit. emotions?
eo", Elle'letlca with Pun Chabbick, MA, CBT
~

individuals. couples. groups. workshops
cort§ultations • supervision

WOMEN'S HEALING ADVENTURES
Play and Childhood Stories· Saaed Art

Energy and Our Bodies
3 full-da Y workshops
Nand Shiller Race, MA

Rosie Byrer, MEd

7'15-2833

781-5639

For a complete listing of workshops,
retreats , seminars: JOURNEY INTO
SOULMAKING,
THE
ENNEAGRAMM,
ENCOUNTERING
SELF IN NATURE, DRAWING AS A
WAY OF SEEING, CALL DWINELL
& HALL AT 799-1024.
In Tracks of the Buddha. 5 week
course in Buddhist thought and
meditation
practice .
Tuesdays
beginning Sept. 25, 7:00 pm in
Yarmouth. Call Carroll Dunn at 8460764 after 6 . Cost $30.
LESBIAN COUNSELING group: A
weekly counseling group for women
who wish to explore themselves
more fully. Group will begin at the
end of Sept. at 232 St. John Street,
Portland. Cost is $70/month . Group
will be co-led by 2 therapists. For
more infonnation, please call n57927 and leave a message. Confidentiality respected.
Male College Students to age 27
make some spending money. SWM
wants rubdown bi-monthly at my
private pad. Discreet and confidential
only. Portland or Southern Maine.
Send best way to contact. CBW Box
210.
Therapeutic Massage. Ease tension
and relieve stress through the benfits
of massage. Nourish your health and
well-being. Pam Richards. C.M-T.
n5-6636.

Ed Chanin

ASTROLOGY READINGS
sca.-borougb, Maine

883-92SS

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
S~J.~ey,LCSVV
Psychotherapist

• Life TnJru/,lo" • RelallOlfSblp Jtddic'lo"s
• Self Eswem/Empowermettl • GuIMd Pare"lI"g

871-9256
...Jdicriom •

dofJIl~dyi"g

:NCUSS - ~I

• iHtoli"g • spiritw41
arut />wi.....

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP
couseJor, hypnotist, psycblc
by appoinUnent 871-0032

personal development classes
relaxation, healing, medJtatlon, psycblc

VIRGO MYTHOLOGY Workshop
SUnday, September 23, 10 am-4:30
pm, Peak's Island. Personal myth
group forming in Portland. Five
meetings. Explore dreams, autobiography, horoscopes to identify your
own archetypes. Wendy Ashley, 7665108 .
Women Drawn to Wellness Begins
October 11 (6 Thursdays) Explore
the language of symbols which
guides us toward wellness and
wholeness. The personal mandala
artform will be the focus for sharing,
releasing blocked energy and discovering our personal symbols of
transformation . Relax I Learn the art
of centering I Explore the mind's
potential to heal l 9 :30-11 :30 am. $20
per session _ No art experience
necessary. Call Vera Berv, M.A 781 -

Old Orchard Beach, half mile to
beach. Contemporary "
bdrm.
Amenities include huge master bedroom suite with skylights and ceiling
fans. Two-story sun porchlartist's
studio. $119,000. 934-0063.

apts/rent

n

Attractive basement apartment for
one. Small bedroom, living room,
kitchen/dining, full bath, W/W carpeting. Use of washer/dryer. West End.
n3-8927.
Great 1 bedroom apt. West End $360 include everything _ $100
deposit only_ Quiet, harct.vood floors,
wId. Avail. Oct. 1. Call Cynthia 1914-473-9267.
Lennox Street, 2 bedroom apt., avai.
of 2 unit house, deck, ocean front,
yard, garage, pets ok. $650 +
utilities. 879-7038.
SOUTH PORTLAND: Sunny, clean
two bedroom apartments for renl.
Laundry, parking, lots of doset
space, very quiet, convenient location. $500-$550/month plus utilities.
Sorry no pets. 799-9265
West End 1-bedroom heated apartment. Updated. Parking included.
n3-5830. Available 9/15190.

houses/rent
PEAKS ISLAND Architect's House
for rent. 2 bedroom, wood stove and
passive solar, wId, very close to
boat, village and a beach . On a quiet
road. $5501month. Call evenings 6-9
865-9448.

PEAKS ISLAND
WINTER RENTALS

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096

Mu._

Licensed Subl WlCC Abuse: Counselor

REBUILDING AFTER YOUR RELATIONSHIP ENDS
For people who are dealing with the end of a relationship, this group will
assess/lend support as you learn to rebuild your life.

i
I '

On", a wuk for 10 wules

WOMEN'S SUPPORT

I

I, :
, I

"

"

,

A group which will address all issues of life: relationships, career,
parenting, spirituality, sexuality, c<>-dependency, addiction, etc.
Ona a wuk, 12-wtltk rommitment

GENDER srUDY GROUP
For men and women who wish to explore what It means to be male/female
in our society. Reading and discussion. Will have male ro-leader_

Meets rouy 3-4 ~
CARRIE PETERSON is a therapist in private practice in Portland.
Groups will begin in Sept. / Oct.
Please call 773-9625 for more information or to register,

.,

All groups limited to 10 p"rtici""nts.

'

I

Unden Thigpen
CMT since 1977

477 Congress Street · Portlond, ME 04101

,

Sept. -May

Therapeutlc
Lymphatic Drainage
SpulaJl:!aI body work
for survivors of physical and
cmOllonal abuoe a trauma.

•
•
•

~R on wat..., oiVwood $800

3BR great for family, oil $500
Th_ 381ft with view, oil
$450, $495, $600

ASHMORE REAL TV
766-2981

Female wanted to share fully furnished apt. near East Prom. $300
from Oct. through April, $250.00 May
through Sept. includes heat and
elec. Mature and easy going a must.
Call 774-1398 after 5:00.

Amiable housemate sought. Baxter
Blvd. area. Oct. 1. $220 + 1/3 util.
n3-4643 - Ward.

I'm searching for another woman,
semi-vegetarian to share large

house. Washer, dryer, dshwasher,
miaowave, yard, storage, cable,
parking . $350. 767-2474.
Desperately seeking a responsible
roommte MlF to share spacious east
end 2br apt with discreet GM.
$242.50 includes heat + 112 incidentals. Sorry I smoke if that offends. Interested call 761-4091.
Evolving 45-yr-old female wishes to
share home (and expenses) with
similar non-smoking woman. Shortor long-term commitment. 2-bdrm
contemporary on large private lot
with parking . 3 112 blocks from W~
lard Beach, So. Portland. Call Unden, Days, 775-4010 or evenings,
767-3720.
FALMOUTH : Large sunny unfurnished room, avail., to a 3rd prof,
nls, mil roommate in a wonderful,
redone executive home, 10 min.
from Portland. Includes deck, large
yard, pariling, fireplace, modem
kitchen, wId $350 + Heat + utilities.
Avail. Oct. 1. Call 781 -S041

studio space
ARTIST'S STUDIO
announces several

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
Scarborough, Maine
772-8332 or (508) 356-9376
Polarity Therapy is !he healing science
of aligning !he living energy fields of
Ihe body. It is !he heali ng art 01
recognizing and working wilh !he life
fof'ce 10 bring about
!he highest level of
clarity, Inner trulh and vitality .

OPENINGS
From $100 • month all
Incluslve_ We even have
several bay·vlew suit••
avallabl.. 24-hour access, no
hidden cost•• A bulldlnll totally
devoted to the visual arts..

RESERVE tor
September or move In
todayl
799-4759

I

r, '

I

, ,: :

.

Now forming new group
INTRODUcrORY
CO-DEPENDENCE/INNER-CHILD
THERAPY GROUP
for IIdults from Dysfunctionlll Fllmilies

•

•

•

MiF Fun, non-smoker needed for Ig
house in Scarborough . Peaceful,
beautiful setting, hardwood floors,
fireplace. 7-minute drive to Portfand.
AvaUable immeciately. Rent $237.50
+ util. Call ~76.
Mi~ NEEDED 10 share spacious,
qu~t, non-smOking, pel-free, easygomg house three blocks from USM.
$18O!month + 1/4 util. 775-3875.

MiF Roommate for original 2-bedroom apartment in the heart of the
Old Port. Smokers welcome. $225 +
112 util. 772-4344.

Neat M or F to share sunny owneroccupied 4-bedroom apartment w/3
neat, easy-going, outdoor-type, male
professionals. (2 grad students, one
wor1ling.) Quiet Woodford's area, 011street pariling, yard and waher/dryer.
200Imonth plus 1/4 utilities. n52563.

Female roommate wanted, a prof. or
grad. student, quiet, tidy, to share
with female writer, an oceanfront furnished winter rental, 12 minutes from
Portfand. $300 plus 1/2 utilities and
security deposit. Call 883-6421

Nice 2 bedroom apt. to share with
male or female. 5 min. to Maine Mall.
10 Minutes to intown Portfand.
$75.00 weekly includes all but food.
Room fumished or Not. You Decide!
Grab your stull and move in!!
48022.

Losing it?

PEAKS ISLAND- responsible, nonsmOking MlF to share spacious
house in lovely setting , own room
with private bath, many amenities.
$250lmonth plus 1/2 utilities, plus
secunty deposit. Call 766-2025,
leave message.

offices/rent
Part-time space available in tastefully fumished therapists office, historic building. Ideal for holistic practitioner beginning practice. Rates
reasonable - based on individual
needs. Center for Personal Professional well-being . n2-1896.

Don't let good space
go to waste.
Occupy Jt with an ad in
Casco Bay Weekly.

n

Pleasant feminist duo seeking same
or single woman for roommate. Spacious apartment with WID , dishwasher, sunporch, woodstove. Must
see to appreciate. Must like cats.
$400 including utilities. Please call
878-3788.
Prof. Male seeking non-smoking mil
roommate for 2 bedroom apt. in
Portland . Hardwood floors , modem
appliances
off
street
parking ,
$312.50 + 1/2 utilities. 772-8439 .
Recovering female wanted to share
my 2-bdrm Deering H.S. area apt.
3rd floor, porch , yard, hardwoods,
safe,
comfortable, non-smoking.
Great sunsets. Available Oct. 1. 222
+ 112 utilities. 76t-4716.

ARTISTS' STUDIOS

Approved by Maine Dept. Ed. Nurses
CEUs. Member APTA . ABMP affilialed
school. Please cali lor information.

•

•

•

•

•

For mort in/ormJltion In' to scheduk an assessment interr>iew

Don Kmt, LSAC 871-0100
Betsy Hood, LSAC 775-6435

animals
Please help me. I'm an affectionate,
handsome cat, who was abandoned
and needs a loving, responsible
family-to care for me as an only cat
Neutered. shots. 774-5146,

DownlOWn Storefront - Completely renovated. Join busy bool<slDre in this highly
visible, high loot-traffic area on Congress Street 2OOO.q It. 165ft sheetrock Wall,
high ceiling. Ideal fO( Art Gallery , Frame shop, Boutiques, etc. Very reasonable rent
TURNKEY - ready 10 occupy. 799-7890.

Call 1-900-896-2022, access code
28, and listen carefully to the
operator's Instructlons_

FoR. S'I-IOOL CLOTI-In THI5 YEAR I
DIDN'T GET NOTHING Tf-IAT Gp.r: ..... r .
T\o\E STO /l.ES OVT \'\E /H ARE ,,",0 S'TL. 'j
LAME. MOSTL~ Jl.4:>T SE'-,\p,s J~ . BAZAAR .
DEAR 8~fNDA, WH~T IS I-lAPPtNING ./~1
i10hlERoo/ll YOlA SI-IOVLO SeE THE
Te:AGHEIt MP. - PAntllAN, CALLE'O " SARGE :'
A t<AME HE .MADE uP FoP. !-lIS OWN SElFl
CAN You IMAGINE DIGGING ON PEOPL!,

I GorA KINJ)OFGoOD COVPLf OF
DRESSES. SHIRT DRHSES. ANO ONE
Pp.,I{t of SHOES WitH CI{VNK~ HeELS
BVT rnE~ KILL {'fI~ FeeT So 8110.'
SARG~ IS expLAINING How
f=LA(.

CALliNG You SAR.GE? BUT IT FIT5 HIS

I S THr; S!jNlB'L OF OUR. FP-EEDO,t1 ,

I'~ tN

THE

PE~SONAL tTY . r--.,...-.:=--~=====_

Seeking responsible MlF, NIS to
share house in Cape Eliz. near
ocean. Room wI private bath, wId,
storage, nICe yard. $325 + utils_ Can
Don 767-4581 or 883-3936 (days).
Stroudwater housemate N/s Female
wanted to share home with prof.
male. You get all the amenities and 2
large
rooms
upstairs.
Great
neighborhood, near UNUM large
tread yard off Audubon Sanctuary.
Storage, laundry, parking . $350 + 1/2
utilities. Call n3-8618
West End Share Sunny apt. with
lefty, veggie, arty adults, cat and a
baby in beautifully renovated Victorian . Room is small, but cheap.
$183!mo. plus 1/3 utilities. 761-1810.
Women wanted to share 2-bdrm
apartment, USM area, Oct. 1 $280,
inclu.ding ultilities, large BR, yard,
parking . Pets welcome, cigartettes
negotiable, alcohol not n3-6725
leave message.

\-Ie- I<EEPS TALKI N ~ A.BoUT FREE DOM 8.T
He DoeSN ' , MEAN HIE SAtfI< i{JND I
AM INTO, 11'1 HIS liFE' ITS TrlE' F~fEDo~
Boss PEO FLLANO THE F~E!: Do", To
MA~F:. ~ou SI1UT up IF ~ou. GIVE 'jou(l.
A~6oE~ENT 111 HIS Ofl NION . GUt~S
WI-IAT TIleREs A DANc..e AFTE ~ S'CHOO~.
SHOULD I Go? 0 Yes C1 NO , NEXT
P~RloD I ~OT MISS FO~TNE/t.i-\ISTO~~ .

liPS Fa!? IF l{ov. WANT Ttl
Fof1, STUVENT ~OD!j. CIND:J LIiDH-"
"'~n SA!;s I Sl-\oVL-D Go FoR. S"cfl-ErA~~
BUT IUn LAT€~ No l.V] 1M IN H { HO~I&
TtlEf(ES SIGN

RUN

SARG€ CA\AG'I-IT ME W~I1'ING Yo(./ AND
SAID 10 fl,EAD -rHE L~1T~.' I SWEAI( TO
IT .JUST TO GIV E' HIM

GOO I MOtH DI I)

SOME ~tAl,li!:J.'/ Lvei<Y TllING THE
~AN<"..IF

(ov~D

SEE'

8;; U;

FoR,TNfRS
'WIG! W~:t CAN'T PEOPlE JUST B' AL..~
-:;0\.1

MISS

TJ.tEMSEl..V'S? so!<~~/rH{S IS'~M.~ST
~oR.{NG LElT£t BUT sa ·,S /II-~ LIF~.(.-:'I

~;;;V;~~;;l \\Jrt~rE ME: ! ~ ~
.
~
P.S. KNOcX - ~~£K.r

NEED A
ROOMMATE?

~

Classifieds can
let over 40,000
of Greater
Portland's
most interesting
people know!
For more information,

call 775-6601

wanted
Wanted to renVsharelhousesit one
bedroom or larger house. Brunswick
to Portland . I'm 41 SWM, quite LOS
with 2 dogs, N/S. 770~710 - day,
371 -2344 eve. Ask for Mark.
MUSEUM QUALITY or acid free
matts cut and assembled for your
show. Custom wor1l, fast turnaround, best quality and reasonable.
Call Monica Delehanty 772-4635.
TYPING , resumes, papers, correspondence, reports, spreadsheets,
etc. IBM PS2. laser printer, Wordperfec~ Lotus 1-2-3. Will work from your
disk if desired. Reasonable rates
fast turnaround. Call Patti White
0669

ni-

Look i ng for a rental or real
estate to buy? Call the Maine
Times Rental I Real Estate
Connection line for descriptions
of exciting properties for sale or
rent in Maine. By listening to
owners or brokers descr ibe
their properties, you will learn
much more about a house and
its charms. You may fi nd your
dream house today I

Small education and insight group now being formed for people
beginning their recovery from abusive childhood experiences.
Subsequent groups will offer experiential therapy and exploration
of current-life problems.

•

SOUTH PORTLAND October 1.
MaleJlemale to share first floor with
male, 46_ Two bedrooms, Uving
room ,
kitchen ,
garage,
basement/studo, WId. Rent $2801mo
+ 112 eiec, heat, sea.rnty. Must be
chem -free, noo-smoking, mature.
Prefer reader, planner, swimmer,
low-key
communicator.
Green
family, peaceful neighborhood. Teny:
767-4120.

Maine Times Rental,
Real Estate Connection

Join several other Artists, Photographers, Crahspersons and Art-Related people in thi.
downtown building exdusively devoted to the Arts. High C81ling., . inks in each studio.
All utilities, low rental rates. 799-7890 0( 799-~7S9 .

by Lynda Barry

SHARE AND SPLIT an apt and the
bills. Near Old Port, downtown. Parking, 2 bedroom $212.50 rent Nonsmoking
female
seeks
same.
Evenings 761-0273

775-6601.

•

•

•

MiF - N/s and responsible for romm
in 3-bec1room apartment close to
USM_ No pets. $240 + utilities. 8281319.

Female housemate wanted to share
in
beautiful,
spacious
house
Woodiords area with one woman,
one child and one cat. Large yard,
gardens, parking and small studio
included. $30OImonth + 112 util. Nonsmoker preferred. Please leave
message at 773-6642.

Our l BO-hour Polarity Thenlpy
Certification Program meets one

weel<end a month for 7 months,
beginning October.
The program covers all aspects of
polarity !herapy WIth an emphasis on
personal transformation.

Looking for a housemate MlF. Working person or student. Walk to USM,
MMC. Private bath, garage parking.
$350 includes heat plus 112 elec.
and 112 phone. Call m-8903,

Male roommate wanted to share with
prof. male. Spacious, fully furnished
apt. with wId, cable, lots of privacy,
dose to Old Port and Downtown.
Everything included except phone
$325/month. Call n5-2608

Check
Casco Bay Weekly's
Lost A Found
classUleds.

Roommate wanted to share apartment in Westbrook, just off Brighton
Ave. Close to busline. $250 includes
utils, parking and yard. Call
evenings, 856-0066 or 854-1624.

sunny, 2 bedroom apartment in West
End, large yard and shared garden.
$300/month plus 112 utilities. Call
879-7019

Female Roommate : Mature, quiet,
clean, to share large 2-bedroom apt
1st floor, fireplace, WID , cable.
$200/mo + t 12 util. Kelly or Steve,
n2-1904.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL $30lbour
regularly $40/hour $~S for hour 112

Gift CertlficakO
by appointment
142 High Str<et, #S1~
775-4010
corner of eon....,.. a Hlab StroeetO
Monday-Friday 8 am-7pm,
s..twday 8 am-2 pm

roommates

2 NIS 30s housemates sought for a
spectacular 3-bedroom apartment:
view, deck, yard, WID, park, etc. Willing to share and collaborate on
relaxed in-town living. $335+ uti~ties .
871-0136.

Cape Elizabeth area. Noo-smoking
roommate needed for 2 bedroom

3 Bedroom Duplex in great Deering
Center location. 4 years old, large
room,
ful
basement,
living
washerldryer hook-up. Available
1011.$700 +/month. Call n2-7663
day or 4-9609 night.

9903.
Treatment lOt AddictioN, ACOA Issua and Co-Dependency
1DdIYId...., Group-. and CoupJa

roommates

This line IS available 24 hours a
day . A charge of 95e per
minute wi ll appear on your
telephone bill.
For more information, call Lee
at 729-01 26.

Signing Off
At last,a cryptogram for the hearing

impaired,
We've given each of the signs from
the manual alphabet a different letter
value and written a message at the
right, Can you break the code?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~ ~te~ ~~~, ~~ ~~

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner, The
second prize winner receives a $15 gift
certificate from Lola's Kitchen_ Drawings are done at random, Contestants
are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span, Only one
entry is alloWed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceived by Wed" Sep_26, The
solution to this week's puzzle will appear in the Oct, 4 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly, Send your best guess to:

Real Puzzle U8
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

• 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Solution to Real Puzzle #36
Sept_ 19, 1982
Jan. 22, 1982
July 21,1982
June 21, 1982
Aug_4, 1982

2262
2212
2022
2172
2162

Greater Portland's two hottest
dates this week are Judi Lardner of
Cape Elizabeth, who will wine and
dine at Alberta's, and Charles Wallace
of Portland, who wanted to win Real
Puzzle so badly he sent in two entries_
Life in the Big City is so exciting at
times, Imagine what a kick Charles will
get out of dinner at Lola's_..

-
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Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Of/die!'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of '1,_$__

....

0

5 Portland Pier
772-48;.}

~~~--~,~~-

d
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LUNCH

ANJON'S

11:30-5, 7 Days

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
since 1957

• Fish and Chips
• Jjver & Onions
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Presh Broiled Salmon

• Lobster Roll
• Pishennan's Platter
Owldod<. shrimp. dams)

DON'T LET THAT TANNED &
FIT SUMMER BODY SUP AWAY

~:J,"·)I.

$4.9
$4.9

DINNER SPEOALS
TWO BOll.ED LOBSTERS

served wlli lemon and cnwn butter

• All major credit cards accepted
• Happy Hour Mon.-FrL 4-7
• Plenty of Free Parking
• Free Appetizers in our Lounge

DON'T lET IT SliDE
T
BUY2 MONTHS
FOR $50 & WEILL ~
~HROW IN 5 FREE TANS!
~

Union Station
Fitness De ot

.

ONE POUND SIRLOIN
served wlli poIalO or pasta and salad

The Total Heanh and

F~ness

Center

First Ad ..\li< BWldinC • 221 St. John SL

CHOICE ...._..."

879~9114

CYR INDUSTRIES, INC_

Electrical Contractors

ra4um:g Co., Inc.
IADI_'~tI'c.u

1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

892.-0119 or 1-800-2.87-'-VIRE

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
- • • WE PAY CASH - • •

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

Be Ready For School:

Sale on slightly used
Flutes • Clarinets • Saxes • Trumpets
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram

BlTY-SELL-TEUU)E

PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
TRAINING CLASSES
with Larry Roy

- . . Starts October 10

+--

CALL 767 .. 7136

SPECIAL OFFER!
with this ad only

HEALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland •

772~ 7779

For your enloyment and relaxation, we are offering our Massage Special for the Fall & Winter season.

$5!?2 MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772-7779

